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Outdoor theater restoration begins
By Susie Pringle
News Writer
After considerable conflict between
I Clemson students and administration,
(renovation of the outdoor theater began
during spring break. Work on the university landmark is expected to be finished in
[the fall of 1978.
In accordance with the wishes of a maIjority of Clemson students, the theater,
[constructed in 1940, will be rebuilt in its
{original form.
Twelve-hundred students attended a ral|ly on Tuesday, Oct. 18, 1977, to protest the
I administration's plans for renovation. The
(outdoor theater was to be torn down, and a
I new theater was to be built in its place usting Clemson "pink brick." After the enorImous student opposition, the renovation
[plans were reassessed.
The plan, which will cost approximately
I $30,000, calls for the removal of the outer
covering of plaster, which covers the entire theater, down to the original brick.
"This brick is very soft because the
[facilities for baking and compressing
[brick at the time of construction were not
|as advanced as those we have today,"
[stated Roy M. Rochester, Director of the
Physical Plant.

See more photot on page 3
According to Rochester, the
deteriorated portions of brick will be
rebuilt, and the entire construction will be
waterproofed and re-plastered. "We are
[attempting, in every case, to repair
everything that was originally there," explained Rochester.
Several problems have arisen in the
[renovation plans. The windows and
[ fanterhs on top of the two side towers will
replaced with brick. Repeated vandalism makes continued maintenance of
[we windows and lanterns difficult.
Although the stage floor is being.
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reconstruct the floor in its original form.
However, the materials that were originally used have become "unavailable" and
will have to be changed. "We will attempt
to put the same pattern back on the floor,"
stated Rochester. Photographs of the
stage floor were taken before its removal
began.
The line of hemlock trees which provided a screen behind the theater has been
removed. The back wall extends five feet
below the surface, arid the trees made
work on the bottom section of the wall difficult. The area will be re-landscaped,
however, and the trees replaced. "We
were not happy with the removal of the

trees
hut the re-landscaping
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trees at first
first, but
, removed our doubts," explained Student
Body President Mike Ozburn.
The fountains in front of the stage, which
provided a curtain of water, have not been
used for some 20 years. According to
Rochester, "The pumps and tanks are
completely rusted. To rebuild the fountain
system would cost in the neighborhood of
$10,000." No attempt will be made to
rebuild the system.
The major change in the appearance of
the outdoor theater was the removal of the
wooden seats. These will be replaced with
terraced concrete seats capable of
withstanding weather and extensive use. A
wide aisle in the middle of the seats will
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replace the original two aisles to facilitate
trucks which, up to now, have found access
to the theater difficult.
"I'm happy that the renovation is in progress and look forward to seeing it finished," stated Admiral Joseph McDevitt.
Student Body Vice-President Steve
Wright, who coordinated the Save Our Amphitheater rally in October, is "very
satisfied with the result. This is something
we've been anticipating for a long time,
but our work has paid off."
The theater is being rebuilt just as the
SOAP asked, according to Wright. "I feel
that this is a step in the right direction and
a good start at better relations between the
student and the administration."

Senate confirms Ozburn's cabinet
By Bob Carlson
News Writer
In an executive session which lasted approximately three minutes, the Student
Senate Monday night confirmed Student
Body President — elect Mike Ozburn's
nine cabinet appointments.
After Ozburn had read the appointees
names and qualifications to the Senate,
senator Richard Allen asked if the process
conformed with the Senate rules.
Allen cited in particular Rule 32, which
states that all such nominations "shall be
sent to the appropriate standing committee of the Senate...for a period of consideration of at least one week."
Ozburn replied that all the appointees
had appeared before the Senate Organization and Affairs Committee on March 17
and had met the committee's approval.
Ozburn was chairman of the committee.
Those committee members attending
the meeting were Andy Hunter, Bob Fuzy,
Garry Haehnle (who succeeds Ozburn as
committee chairman) and Ozburn, Ozburn
told The Tiger.

He added that Judy Barton was not at
the meeting but that he had discussed the
appointees with her before the meeting
Monday night. The appointees met with
her approval, according to Ozburn.
Hunter, however, told The Tiger that he
had not been at the meeting and did not
know anything about it until Monday,
March 27. Fuzy and Haehnle could not be
reached for comment.
Ozburn told The Tiger he wasn't sure
how many senators were assigned to the
Organizations and Affairs Committee.
"We've had some people drop out, and
others were added after special elections,"
he stated.
The four he had previously named,
"three others that hardly ever come to
meetings," and himself were eight whom
Ozburn was sure were members of the
committee.
Senate Rule 3 states that "a simple majority" shall constitute a quorum for a
meeting. It also states that "if at
anytime...there is not a quorum present,
no business shallbe in order,..'!. . . .

Rule 3, as written, might apply solely to
the weekly Senate meetings. If that is the
case, Robert's Rules of Order governs the
committee meetings. Robert's defines a
quorum as "fifty per cent of the membership."
The Senate rules also states that any
member who is absent during the debate of
an issue cannot vote on the issue without
leave of the body. If the vote affects the
outcome, the member may not vote at all,
according to both sources.
Senate President Todd Lankford could
not be reached by The Tiger on Wednesday
night to explain why the appointees had
been assigned to a committee before they
had been officially submitted to the
Senate. He was not available to explain
why all the appointees had been submitted
to the organizations and affairs committee.
Ozburn told The Tiger he needed the appointments confirmed this week because
the new officers needed to get initiated into
their new jobs.
(Continued to page 2)
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Student Senate accepts budget for organizations
By Bob Carlson
News Writer
After almost three hours of debate Monday night, the student senate passed an
amended version of the budgetary appropriations resolution for clubs and
organizations.
The resolution from the finance committee soon ran into trouble when the senate
spent almost 30 minutes debating whether
to hear the legislation immediately or put
it off for one week. Many senators felt that
they needed time to study the resolution
and consult their constituents. They also
said that the clubs ought to have time to
lobby their causes with the senators.
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Once the senators had decided to discuss
the resolution, treasurer Jake Clark explained the guidelines that had been used
in drafting the resolution.
Clark said that the amount of money
available for the clubs — $12,000 — was the
same amount as last year, even though
more clubs were eligible for funding this
year. He stated that the committee had
"treated everyone the same way." He also
cautioned the senators that, should they
amend the resolution, "adding to one Club
means you have to take away from
another."
Former senate president Andy Berly objected to the inclusion in the organization
funding of athletic teams such as the Bowling Club, the Clemson Football Club, the
Lacrosse Club, the Rugby Club, and the
Clemson Sailing Club.
"Student government is not the place for
funds for this," Berly stated. He suggested
that the approprite place to seek funds
would be the intramural department.

Cabinet
"We had to go through the committee
the way we did because of spring break,"
he said. "It was hard to get people
together." The university calendar was
changed this year, and spring break fell
one week after the student body elections,
instead of the usual two.
"We were also going to go through the
steering committee too, but it didn't meet
this week," Ozburn added.
Commenting on how the appointees were
selected, Ozburn said that he and Vice
President-elect Steve Wright interviewed
the applicants. "Each interview and our
discussion afterwards took 30 to 45
minutes," Ozburn said.
"The best thing is that there were a lot of
freshmen and sophomores who wanted

OZBURN
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TODD LANKFORD, Student Senate president, presided over the Monday night meeting.
Student clubs and organizations were allocated funds at the meeting.
Vice president Ed Johnson said legislaThe other sports clubs did not fare as
tion to that effect had already been writwell. The Football Club and the Lacrosse
ten. Johnson stated," Sports clubs were on
Club each lost $200. The Sailing Club was
the bottom of our (the finance commitcut $337. The Rugby Club suffered most
tee's) priority list." However, he urged the
with a cut of $400.
senate to wait a year before eliminating
When asked whey he moved for such a
them from the budget altogether.
large cut from the ruggers' appropriation,
Berly then urged "token cuts" of the
the senator who proposed the motion said,
finance committee recommendations as a
"They're asking for more; they partied
clear expression of the senate's intent. He
more; so why not take away more?"
moved to cut $400 from the Bowling Club.
The funds subtracted from these clubs
The motion lost by a vote of 20-19
were added to Central Spirit, the Clemson

Players, Hotline, the Outing Club, and the
Psychology Club.
The Model United Nation (MUN), which
was allocated $2036 by the finance committee, "cannot function with less than $3000,"
according to Berly.
Berly, a member of the group for the last
two years, said the MUN possibly brings
more credit and fame to Clemson than any
other organization.''
The reason for such a high floor, according to Berly, is that in the past the club
has gone to proceedings held at Harvard
University. This past year the group went
to New York, and Berly said the group intends to go to New York again next year.
Therefore, the difference in the cost of living between the two areas justifies the increased funding.
Dr. Ed Coulter, associate professor of
political science and advisor to the MUN,
told the Tiger that the decision of which
conference to attend is decided by the
members of the MUN in the fall. He added,
"About half of the delegates this year were
not impressed with the New York conference." He also stated that the MUN expects an invitation from the conference
held at Princeton.
Berly insisted that the senate need not
worry about subtracting the additional
MUN funds from other clubs.
"There is more funding available than
the administration tells you," Berly added. "You can add any amount you want,
within reason."
After more debate, the amendment was
passed.
The funding resolution, which was $464
over the limit, now goes to Dean Walter T.
Cox.

(Continued from page 1)
staff positions," the president-elect stated.
"We wanted fresh faces," he added.
Of the 29 newly-appointed staff people,
Ozburn said 21 are new to student government.
He also said that unsuccessful applicants for cabinet positions were assigned to the staff of their choice. "Nobody was
left out in the cold," Ozburn asserted.
The nominations for the trial court officers were completed this week, and the
nominees were interviewed by the
Judiciary Committee on Wednesday, according to Ozburn. They will be submitted
to the Senate on Monday night.
The following people were appointed by
Ozburn and approved by the Senate Monday night:
Central Spirit — Fulton Breen, a junior,
has been a cheerleader for two years and a
member of Central Spirit for one year. Ozburn said Breen's enthusiasm will make
Central Spirit "an even more formidable
force than it is this year."
Department of Services — Mark Foster,
a junior majoring in math, has served as
vice-chairman of the Senate's General Affairs Committee and as a member of its
Rules Committee. The former vice
presidential candidate also serves as
alumni secretary of Beta Theta Pi.
Elections Board — Two year Senator
Christy Heisler was chairman of the
Health and Food Services Committee and
secretary of the Rules Committee this
year. Ozburn described her as "a very
competent and hard worker" with "innovative ideas."
Homecoming and Pageants — Bob Fuzy
was in charge of the display work at
Homecoming this past year and has been
on the committee since his freshman year.
Secretary — Executive Staff Chairman
Susan Joan Smiley moves into this position
this year. Ozburn, who plans to give the
secretary additional duties next year, said
she is "highly motivated" and "extremely
efficient."

Treasurer — Industrial management
major Charley Mickel has served as Kappa Alpha treasurer and was the chief accountant for the recent dance-a-thon. He is
also a board member of the family-owned
MICCO Corporation.

"The best thing is that there
were a lot of freshmen and
sophomores who wanted staff
positions."
—Ozburn

The newly-created deparetment of personnel will be chaired by sophomore Chip
Harlow. This department will be responsible for keeping students aware of openings
in student-held positions at Clemson and
for recruiting people for these positions.
Ombudsman Kenny Port was reappointed by Ozburn. Ozburn spoke of the excellent job Port did this past year and said
Port will improve his service next year
because "Kenny really cares."

Research and Development — Jekyll
Smith is described by the original R&D
chairman as "an innovator and a leader —
a regular warehouse of ideas." He is a
sophomore majoring in electrical
engineering.
Speakers Bureau — Sophomore Reed
Taylor was nominated by the members of
the Speakers Bureau. He has served on the
bureau for two years, and Ozburn said he
"has all the qualifications to be a good
chairman."
Attorney General — Political science
major Vic Sherlock has served in the
Senate, on the old Low Court, and as vice
chairman of the new Trial Court. "Vic has
a good legal mind as well as an imaginative mind," according to Ozburn.
Several appointments which do not require Senate approval were also announced by Ozburn.
The communications and public relations departments will be combined and
directed by sophomore Kay Archer. Archer has worked for the public relations
staff at Jervey Athletic Center.
Sohpmore Janice Snipes takes her two
years of experience as Senate secretary to
the chairmanship of the Executive Staff.
Ozburn said he had confidence that she
could keep up with the many new projects
the staff plans.
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The work begins
Spring break saw the beginning of
work on restoration of the outdoor
theater. As students passed the amphitheater on the way to class, some
stopped to watch the beginnings of the
renovation.
They saw Physical Plant workers
jackhammering away at the stage,
breaking it into large bits of concrete,
and placing the pieces in a pile on the

stage. They saw bulldozers literally
unearthing concrete supports of the
wooden benches.
And the work was slow. For hours, or
sometimes days at a time, workers
could be observed surveying the amphitheater area, deciding how to proceed. The restoration is expected to be
complete by this fall.
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Let's play
by the rules
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Student Body President Mike Ozburn was sworn in
early Monday night at student government's semiannual banquet. Only hours later, Ozburn's cabinet was
approved in a manner that raised grave questions
about the Student Senate — and the new president's
credibility.
Part of being a student leader is playing by the
rules. But in approving Ozburn's nine cabinet
nominations, the Senate grossly violated its own
rules.
Violation one: The nominations were introduced
Monday night and approved the very same night. The
rules require a one-week period of consideration.
Violation two: The nominations are required to be
heard by the appropriate committee before consideration by the full Senate. This was not done.
Ozburn was asked about Rule 32 at the Senate
meeting Monday. He replied that the nominations had
been considered by the Organizations and Affairs
Committee, the committee he chaired before his election. The committee heard the nominations the week
before spring break.
Ozburn's committee had no authority to hear any of
the nominations. Committees such as the Judiciary
committee should have considered the Attorney
General, and the General Affairs Committee is mandated to consider most of the rest.
For Ozburn's own committee to consider his
cabinet nominations is not only inappropriate, but it is
a clear conflict of interest. The new president had no
business presiding over hearings considering his own
nominees.
There is even doubt about whether Ozburn's committee held a meeting or whether there was a quorum
at the meeting. Ozburn maintains that a meeting took
place. But at least three of the committee members
say they never attended a meeting, never knew of a
meeting, and have no reason to believe a meeting took
place.
Certainly, each member should have known is a
meeting took place. These circumstances impugn the
credibility of Ozburn to a great degree.
Equally culpable as Ozburn are the entire Senate
and particularly Senate President Todd Lankford. It
is Lankford's duty to enforce the rules, and he has
been clearly derelict. As senate president, Lankford
should have assigned the nominations to appropriate
committees Monday night.
When Lankford neglected his responsibility, the
Senate should have objected and made sure that proper procedure was followed. Only one senator objected. Has anyone in the senate read their own rules?
The Senate was also derelict in its duties in not giving in-depth consideration to the cabinet nominees.
Although all of Ozburn's cabinet members were at the
meeting, only one was asked a question.
The entire procedure of approving the cabinet was
rushed through in less than 1,5 minutes. Cabinet
members are important campus leaders, and the
Senate surely should have given them more review.
If the senators had given the cabinet members proper consideration, they would have found them to be
generally well qualified and dedicated students. The
cabinet should not be hindered by the Senate's sloppy
procedures.
In the end result, the cabinet is good. But the means
by which they were approved is deplorable. Mike Ozburn and the Senate cannot justify the means by
which nominees were approved. Let's hope student
government starts following the rules in the future.
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Utters policy
The Tiger welcomes letters
from its readers on all subjects.
Each letter should be typed,
triple-spaced, on a 65-space line.
All letters, 200 words or less,
will be considered by the editorial
board of the Tiger. Those letters
which reflect opinions on relevant issues will be printed. Due to
space limitations, we cannot
guarantee printing of any letter.
All letters should be signed by
the author, with his or her address and telephone number included." All letters are subject to
editing in full or in part by the
editorial board of the Tiger.
In certain cases, the name of
the author of a letter may be
withheld upon request, upon approval by the editorial board of
the Tiger.
All letters should be addressed
to the Tiger, Box 2097 University
Station, Clemson, S.C. 29632.

What's Your
Viewpoint?
Write to

the
tiger
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footnotes
"Who knows anything about the rules?"— Student
Senate president Todd Langford at the meeting Monday night.
.

"This might sound like a one-horse town, but that's
the way we do things."— Mayor Catherine Smith.
"The final blow has come to dash me." — Mike
Baxley as he steps down as student body president.
"Okay, I'm wrong again." — Andy Berly, former
Student Senate president.
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viewpoint
Begin's flexibility is key to Middle East peace
By Steve Matthews
Editor in Chief
Once again, a major obstacle has arisen
that blocks chances for a Middle East
peace. The latest block has been Israel's
invasion into Lebanon.
President Carter, in a face-to-face
meeting with Israeli Prime Minister
Mertachem Begin, was unyielding in his
belief that Israel must make major concessions before peace is possible.
Carter is right.
As has been evident for the past months,
Egyptian president Anwar Sadat is more
than willing to negotiate. It has been
Begin's insistence on not yielding at all on
certain key issues that has kept a peace
agreement out of reach.
Where must Begin yield?
Israel must give up all land it occupied
in the 1967 war. Basically, this includes the
Golan Heights, the West Bank, and the
Sainai desert.
Face-to-face negotiations will resume
between Egypt and Israel soon, it was announced this week. Israel appears willing
to give up the Sinai, including its vast oil
resources.
And Israel seems willing to give "home
rule" to the other areas. But this is entirely
conditional on a final peace agreement.
The West Bank presents a special problem. Palestinians, having a legitimate
claim, have urged creation of an independent Palestinian state, possibly including
the West Bank. Israel rejects the notion of
an independent state as a threat to its
security.

PRESIDENT CARTER and Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin have differed greatly in their approaches toward Middle East peace. Carter wants more Israeli concessions.
Another special problem is that of
Jerusalem, also partially occupied by
Israel in war. Jerusalem is what Israel
claims as its capital, but this is not
recognized by any major na-

tion—including the United States. Arab nations demand that Israel give up the occupied part of Jerusalem.
Israel's invasion into Lebanon complicates the territory problem further.

Raids by the Palestinian Liberation
Organization into Lebanon aggravated
Israel into aggression, but Israel should
have resisted its urge to take territory.
For the moment, and maybe longer,
Begin and Israel seem to be taking a hardtline attitude. This attitude hurts the
chances for peace and has hurt United
States-Israeli relations.
Begin, in addition to ordering the invasion of Lebanon, has angered Carter by increasing Jewish settlements in Israelioccupied Arab lands. These settlements
have been consistntly condemned by the
United Nations.
Begin, always considered a rightist as
leader of Israel's Likud party, has now
alienated many of the moderates at home
in Israel. Newspapers in Israel have
editorialized that Begin has lost more than
he has gained by offending Carter.
A New York Times-NBC News poll showed lessening support in the United States
for Israel. Because Congress approves all
foreign aid, military and otherwise, Israel
is gretly dependent on the United States.
Rumors have circulated that the United
States was trying to bring about the fall of
Begin because it saw him as a block to
peace. The United States denied that it
would try to influence the political leadership in a fellow democracy.
Begin now finds himself in a position in
which he must make his peace stands
more flexible. Continued good relations
with the United States force Begin. Public
opinion forces Begin.
Time is running out. Egyptian president
Sadat made his peace initiative months
ago. Begin's response now must be more
than symbolic. The time for serious Israeli
concessions is now. Middle East peace
hinges on this.

letters
Student raps
club funding
This past Monday night I happened to be present at my first
Student Senate meeting. If
anybody knew about it or what
the importance of this meeting
was, there would have been more
students present. At this meeting
funds for student organizations
were voted upon by the student
senators.
Again, as usual, the funds for
student organizations, $120,000,
were very slim. This is the same
amount as was allotted for the
previous year. The state government has control over this
amount. The job of dividing this
money goes to the Student
Finance committee. The money
in turn is divided among 103 student organizations. The Finance
Committee did a fine job and
spent several man hours putting
the budget together. The budget
then went to the Student Senate
for approval. The Student Senate
received their first look at the
budget on the same, day that they
voted on it.
There was a motion on the floor
to delay the budget vote for one
week until the senators could
study it further. The motion was
defeated. Changes were made in

the budget by senators who had
not even studied the requests
made by each organizations. The
changes made on the amounts to
be received by organizations
were made completely at random. The amounts by which
organizations were cut were
decided upon at random. The
organizations that got money
were randomly chosen and
awarded randomly chosen increases. The stories that supported the senators were mostly
hearsay.
It was agreed upon that all
members of organizations present would be allowed the floor to
speak. Towards the end of the
meeting, I was finally recognized
to speak representing the Dixie
Skydivers. But since the Senate
had already been in session for
three hours following a banquet
for student government, nobody
wanted to hear me or any other
senator.that wanted to speak in
support of the Dixie Skydivers or
any other organization. All the
senate wanted to do was to adjourn and go home. Therefore,
the Dixie Skydivers and the last
23 organizations on the finance
committee's list was slighted.
At present, there are 103
organizations, and any eight people can form an organization and
receive funds if approved by the
senate. The number of organizations can continue to increase,

and the amount of funds still remains the same. The structure
and purpose of organizations
should be reviewed and changed
by the Student Senate.
Mark Klosinski
President/Instructor
Dixie Skydrivers

Food service
is 'tasteless'
For the last two years, I have
taken the five-day board plan offered by this university through
£RA food services. Since last
semester, I have become totally
disgusted with the overall quality
of the meals prepared by ARA.
Breakfast has been the only meal
which is consistently acceptable
as an enjoyable time. Dinner and
lunch are as unexciting and
tasteless as possible.
A recent questionnaire filled
out by students seemed to have
done no good. The menu line
seems to be stuck on the words
chicken and fish of one kind or
another. Three of the four nights,
I eat supper here at Clemson. The
supper offered in Harcombe Dining Hall is so revolting that I
sometimes do without eating un-

til breakfast.
But more often, I resort to buying food from other places. ARA
loses nothing when I eat
elsewhere, but I lose valuable
funds by paying someone else to
doARA'sjob.
I would like to be able to buy a
10- meal-per-week package.
However, when this was suggested to ARA, they conveniently
said it was economically unfeasible. I have eaten at colleges of
equal of larger enrollment. These
schools offer 10, 15, and 21
meal/week plans and have equal,
and often better, food. They offer
better services also.
My opinions are shared by a
vast majority of students. I tried
to withdraw from the meal plan
this semester, but the housing
contract kept me on it.
I sincerely hope the Clemson
administration will hear the requests of the students and stop
those who would take advantage
of us. Administrators could work
with ARA to improve their service, or perhaps a more radical
solution would be to look for
another food service company. I
reali.'". the immense task of properly ceding 10,000 students, but
"if you ?p 't stand the heat, get
out of the kitchen."
Jack Larkins

Mail violates
privacy right
1 and some friends of mine who
are currently enrolled at Clemson as post graduates recently
received an unsolicited application for a credit card with a major oil company. The fact that the
letters was addressed to persons
"recently graduated" indicates
to me that some sort of list from
the registrar is being distributed
for such purposes. To my
knowledge and previous experience, the college is required
to have written permission to do
this kind of thing or, for that matter, even to list students in the
locator service as to address
and/or phone number. As we all
are aware, there is considerable
dispute in these times as to personal liberties and invasions of
privacy. I would like to call to the
attention of whomever is responsible for distribution of lists of the
aforesaid nature that they are
setting up themselves and the
university for liabilities they
would not want to assume.
Clyde B.Moore
Janine Frazza
Isaqueena Apts.
Central, S.C.
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City council cites fire chief with ethics violation
By Lyn Varn
News Writer
In an executive session, the Clemson City Council discussed and decided upon a
personnel matter concerning Fire Chief
Charles Owen. It was brought to the attention of the city council that Owen had an interest in a smoke detector company
through which the city was purchasing the
devices.
Owen did not fully disclose to the city his
involvement in the company or the profit
that was being made on the sales. The city
council suspended Owen for one week
(March 20-27) without pay and ordered
him to pay back any and all profits made.

"He had his own company and
we didn 't know it."

—Smith

In discussion of the city's involvement in
the smoke detector sale, Mayor Catherine
Smith said the City Council was approached by Owen and the volunteer firemen with
the idea of fire protection within the Clemson area. The city was requested to purchase smoke detectors which were to be installed and publicized by the firemen. The
firemen also suggested the type of smoke
detector that would best serve the city's
purposes. Based on their word and expertise on the subject, the City Council accepted the firemen's proposal and choice
of detector. This occurred about a year

ago.
Through the Clemson Fire and Safety
Company, the city has ordered the detectors wholesale without the knowledge of
Owen's interest in the business. The price
of $39 was quoted to the city by the company. Mayor Smith and City Council decided to sell them to the residents of Clemson
at the same price. Smith stated, "The city
did not want to make a profit on the sales."
Recently, a smoke detector ordinance
was passed by the council. This ordinance
provided that all new construction and rental property would be required to have
smoke detectors installed. This ordinance
was hot wedll received by some apartment
and rental property owners, and several
issues in opposition to the bill were voiced
to the city.
City attorney was contacted by a local
realtor who knew of Owen's involvement
with the Fire and Safety Company. This
was the first time the city had any
knowledge of the situation.
"It is not so much that he had a company
or that he made a profit," explained
Smith, "but it's the fact that he did not
disclose his business to the city council and
that he was selling under the city of Clemson."
Under the city budget and purchasing
procedures, departmental heads are
responsible for investigating any products
or merchandise bought by the city. This
would include the process of low bidding

All Day Banking
#

there was anything wrong with it."
However, Owen was found to be involved
in the business and was determined by city
council to be in violation of the state ethics
law which forbids such action by a city
employee.

for an item and the investigation of the
item's usefulness and potential service to
Clemson. The city accepted Owen's proposal as the departmental head in charge
of the smoke detector venture.
Smith commented, "He had his own
company, and we (the City Council) didn't
know it. He did not disclose that fact to us.
We didn't have any reason to think that
Owen was connected with the company in
any way.

City auditors are presently examining
the company's records to determine what
profit was made. After the amount of profit is determined, refunds to residents will
be made upon validation of smoke detector
purchase. Owen will receive payment for
handling the detectors, such as sales tax,
shipping, and storage. Any money left over
will go to capital improvements for the fire
department.

"When the City Council faced Mr. Owen
about this matter, he admitted it (his involvement in the company)," added the
mayor. "He said that he really didn't think

English professor dies at 47
Dr. Thomas E. Douglass, 47, associate
professor of English, died Monday afternoon. A member of Clemson's faculty
since 1967, Douglass taught courses from
the elementary to advanced graduate
level.
A nationally known leader in the efforts
to improve the teaching of writing at all
levels, he served as a resource person for
workshops and off-campus courses. He
was particularly involved in teaching
"Composition for Teachers." In 1975, he
was the director of a symposium entitled
"Why Can't They Write?" held at Clem-

son. This symposium has served as a national model for several similar projects.
Douglass was currently editing the correspondence of Amy Lowell and John
Gould Fletcher and was preparing two textbooks on writing for publication.
Interested in drama, he directed a
number of plays at Clemson, the most recent being "Woyzek," which he helped to
translate from German.
The family requests that any memorials
be made to the Thomas E. Douglass
Memorial Fund, the Clemson College of
Liberal Arts.
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Band, chorus
prepare to go
on spring tour
By Sonya Killingsworth
NewsWriter
The Clemson University Concert Band,
directed by John H!. Butler, and the Clemson University Chorus, directed by
William W. Campbell, will be touring in
South Carolina the first week in April.
The Concert Band, which will leave on
Aprfl 5, includes 80,, students. The band,
whteh-has been practicing Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday nights this semester,
is sponsored by area bands of Newberry,
Batesburg, Williston, Beaufort, Hanahan
and Charleston. ;The students wil| be
hosted by families'in those areas.
Their seven concerts will open with Offenbach's "Orpheus in Hades Overture."
There will also be classical selections including some frorn Handel's "Messiah"
and Tchaikovsky's opera "Eugene
Onegin." Other selections will include
music from the film "Star Wars" and the
hit musical "Annie". Two marches— "Action Front" by Blankenburg and "Hail,
Miami" by Richards — will also be

. ■:'

PholobyKl

MEMBERS OF THE concert band, which has been meeting
the university chorus will present a series of off-campus con- i
three days a week this semester, are entering into the final
certs before performing at Clemson.
series of rehearsals before leaving for a tour. Both the band and
presented.
medley including "Swing Low Sweet
Charlotte, Columbia and Fair Forest.
"There is still lots of work to do, but we
Chariot" and "Steal Away." Four nursery
Other concerts will be presented in Rock
feel we will be ready," said Dr. Butler.
Hill, Lancaster, Summerville, and Chapin.
rhymes called "Songs Mein Grossmama
The band will return on April 8. Their
While performing in Charleston, the
Sang" will also be sung in fractured Gerhomecoming concert will be Tuesday,
man.
students will have opportunity to visit in
April 11, at 8:00 p.m. in Tillman
The chorus will return on April 5. Their
the city and will spend the night in beach
Auditorium. Admission is free.
homecoming concert will be presented
houses there.
:
The Chorus will leave for Spartanburg
Thursday, April 6, at 8:00 in Tillman
Their varied program includes Latin
on April 2. The 70 students, who will perAuditorium. Admission is free. "We should
numbers, "Wedding Cantata" by Pinkham
form two and three times a day, will be
know the music by then;"' Mr. Campbell
and Mozart's "Misericordias Domini."
hosted by families while touring areas of
said laughingly.
They will present a traditional spiritual

I

Specialty Of The House Sandwiches
The Sourdough Special

Best Pizza in Town

Sliced roast beef and Swiss cheese piled high on a sub
roll with lettuce, tomato, and pickle

Sourdough's Syb

.

2r20
g

Salami and ham served on a sub roll with Swiss cheese,
lettuce, and tomato . .

\
2.10

Sourdough's Combination
Roast beef, ham, and turkey together on your choice
j; of bread
1 ...... :
With cheese - add .15 With lettuce and tomato -add :10 •

3.00
3.85 •
3.85

.1.95.
2.45
2.45
2.45
2.45
2.45
2.45 :
2.453.50
.55

Cheese
Hamburger
Sausage; Pepperoiii
'Canadian Bacon
Mushroom.
Green Pepper
Onion
The Super
Each Additional Topping

Reuben
Corned beef teamed with sauerkraut, Swis^ cheese, and
1000 Island dressing. Served on rye bread

12"

PICK YOUR FAVORITE!

2.20

3.85
3.85
3.85
3.85
-3.85

|

'4^95
:55(

2.15
■

■

(rt?

;

——

■

Customer's Choice
- Your choicest any three mgats and bread ... . . ...
With cheese - add .15 With lettuce arid tomato • add .10

Chef's Salad
Chunks of/fern, turkey, and cheese, served oh'lettuce
and garnished with croutons. Your choice of French,
Thsusar*Msfend,-8liig, or Italian dressing . . . .". .

Hefty portions of roast beef and corned beef-served hot ,
on a sub roll with smoked'cheese, lettuce," and tomato.

2.25

Fresh Spinach Salad
Sliced boiled eggs and bacon bits served on a bed of
fresh spinach with Golden Caesar dressing
Available in season
.

Cheese Sandwich

;'"

Your choice of cheese and bread, served with chips and
a pickle
With lettuce and tomato • add .10

1.75

The all time classic

'|

Hot Cocoa .35

Breads

M

.65

Coffee .35

Milk .50

- Coke, Tab, Sprite, Mr. Pibb ......

Orange Juice .50
.

. small

r30

Beer

Cheeses

FREE on Campus Delivery 5PM-10PM 7 Days a Week

.

Soft Drinks

1.70

American
Pumpernickel
Provolone
Whole Wheat- i
Kaiser Roll ±mJm3 -. Imported Swiss.
Hickory Smoked
Onion Roll
French
White
Rye

.70

Soic-y. Nu^J^ke .
DannohiYdgurt
Assorted: Flavors

Beverages

:

Ham
Turkey
Salami
Pastrami
Roast Beef
Corned Beef

,9

T

Iced or Hot Tea .25

Suit—Yourself Sandwiches

Meats

.95
.55

.60

Make your favorite! Your choice of meat and bread,
served ho^r cold with,chips and a pickle
With cheese - add .15
With lettuce and tomato - add .10

-

Desserts

Cheesecake .....
fApdte-Pie . . \
With CHeesfe - add .05

Side<i>rderSaJads

"1

i "' *

1i

.

.1.99
-

Fresh Fruit Plate - Fresh fruitt ia season, on cottage cheese. Topped with,
crushed-pineapple for a delicious treat

Peanut Butter And Jelly

Tossed Sala
80
Potatb*Safad"- Mild American or zesty German

4

' Sizeable Salads

2.15

Sourdough's Torpedo J ■ >

•

r

§

I Budweiser
Michelob

mug
mug

.

.

.50
.55

pitcher.
pitcher:

.
.

large
- -

.40

2.75
3.00

Wine
tieaS

* --

Red, White, Rose, or Sangria
glass .60
half-litre 1.60

University Square ■ 302 Seneca Rd.. Clemson, 5.C. • Coll 654-6095

/burdouoh>
randwioh emporium

\J

m

..

*

—'*i -.tl-, ■.-...—..—
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Accounting
award set up

9
1

By Mark Sublette
News Writer
Gill Dunovant Timpson, a graduate student from Edgefield, S.C., has been named
the first recipient of the James A. Turner
Award in Federal Taxation. The award
was stablished to recognize outstanding
performances by students enrolled in advanced accounting and taxation. Timpson
has received A's in all the courses he has
taken in that field.
The award was set up by Dr. James A.
Turner, Jr., to encourage good performance in cost accounting and accounting theory classes and to recognize those
who do well. "The accounting and finance
department is a relatively young one, Shaving been established in 1974, but it has
grown rapidly in spite of a very tough curriculum," explained Turner. "Until how,
there hasn't been any way to recognize
good work aside from an Outstanding Student Award, and when there are some 600
people in the department, one honor
doesn't go very far."
Turner explained that when he gave the
university the endowment from which the
$200 award will be drawn, he named it in
honor of his father, "a working man

Variety cheerleader tryouts
scheduled for April 10-11
By Susan Keasler
News Writer

TIMPSON

Photo by Sublette

without any specialized education, but
whom always maintained an interest in
the workings of business and finance."
$200 is the maximum the university allows
for such awards.
Timpson was named the first recipient
for his excellent performance in the advanced accounting courses and his proficiency in a very demanding field. "I was
surprised by being chosen for the award,"
said Timpson, "although I was aware I
might be under consideration. I had heard
about it when it was being set up, but the
first notice I received that I had been picked was when somebody came up and congratulated me for receiving it."

BqyOne,

TGetOne

IBuy One Medium Or Large 1
■ Pizza. Get One Small W* The Same Number Of
Toppings Free.
I This offer not valid in conjunction with any other price
I specials. One coupon per customer per order.
Good only at participating Pizza Hut Restaurants
I with this coupon
114 College Ave
Avenue, 654-5579

I
I Expires
■ April 7,1978

Varsity cheerleader tryouts are scheduled for Monday and Tuesday, April 10 and
11, from 4-6 p.m. in the Student Senate
chamber.
Tryout clinic will be held April 4, 5, and
6, from 4:30-6:30 p.m. in Fike Field House.
Varsity cheerleaders will serve as instructors for the clinic.
Joey Erwin, a '77-'78 cheerleader, explained, "Before a candidate goes through
tryouts, he goes to a clinic that teaches
how to do the cheers."
At tryouts, each candidate is asked to
perform a cheer and a stunt with a varsity
cheerleader.
Representatives of various university
organizations compose the panel of judges.

Management society place
third in national competition
By Dora Bridges
News Writer
The Clemson University chapter of the
Society for Advancement of Management
(S.A.M.) recently placed third in the nation in the organization's Performance
Award Competition. Although the report
was written and submitted this academic
year, the award was received for the society's activities during the 1976-77 academic
year.
The officers who presided over S.A.M.
during the award-winning year were Mark
Druce, president; Victoria Pasco, vicepresident; Laura Wyse, recording
secretary; Patricia Danfy, corresponding
secretary, and Earl McClary, treasurer.
Judging was based on a report submitted by each chapter. Points were awarded
in five categories: membership, programs, organization of chapters (charter.

f?

constitution, etc.), financial report, and
general areas. Another requirement for
the award is that the chapter must have an
average attendance of at least 50% of the
members-in-good-standing. These are
members who have not missed more than
three consecutive meetings.
The Clemson chapter received important points in the general-areas category
by taking a field trips to La France Industries and Union Carbide.
Out of 100 clubs in the competition,
Clemson placed third behind California
Polytechnic State University and Bucks
County (Pa.) Community College.
The Clemson chapter will be recognized
for their achievement at the annual
meeting of S.A.M. International, May 1417, in Pittsburgh.

ATTENTION

You may be eligible for a two-year Air Force ROTC
scholarship. The scholarship includes full tuition, lab
expenses, incidental fees, a reimbursement for textbooks, arid $100 a month tax free. How do you qualify? You must have at least two years of gradqate or
undergraduate work remaining, and be willing to serve
your nation at least four years as an Air Force officer.
Scholarships are available to students who can qualify
for pilot, navigator, or missile training, and to those
who are majoring in selected technical and nontechnical academic disciplines, in certain scientific areas, in
undergraduate nursing, or selected premedical degree
areas. Non-scholarship students enrolled in the Air
Force ROTC two-year program also receive the $100
monthly tax free allowance just like the scholarship
students. Find out today about a two-year Air Force
ROTC scholarship and about the Air Force way of life.
Your Air Force ROTC counselor has the detail::.

Contact AFROTC
Tillman Hall 656-3254

/IMWYI

Let Yourself GoTePizzaHutv

They interview the candidates to check for
sincerity and enthusiasm. "We want the
most enthusiastic people we can get," said
Erwin.
In order to prepare for summer camp
competition, the new squad usually starts
practice on the day following elections.
Clemson is a member of the National
Cheering Association which, according to
Erwin, is the biggest cheering organization in the world.
The NCA clinic is held in Knoxville, Tennessee. Over 100 squads compete for
recognition and awards. Though the Clemson cheerleaders usually do not receive the
highest honors for actual cheering ability,
they did receive the spirit award each day
of camp last semester.
The Tiger mascot and cannon-firer are
selected from the eight men and six
women elected as cheerleaders.

5-worwr^r^
>.■>.***
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DROP IN

UNION
SPOTLIGHT

Tuesday, April 4th from noon till 5:00. Everyone is invited to
drop into the Program Office to enjoy refreshments and jo
talk to the Union personnel. If you would like to be a member
of a committee or are interested in the Union operation fcf the
Union, please stop in. Elections for committee chairman £nd
officers will be April 12th.

FOR MORE INFO
CALL 656-2300

SPECIAL EVENTS

. "The Stan Waterman Sho v." Stan Waterman is
an underwater photographer, a'fil producer, (lecturer
and one of the world's best known diving pFos- He
has done the filming for "Jaws" and "The'Deep."
Stan Waterman will be appearing April 1$ >n the
Union Ballroom. Admission is 75'.
f
\I

i
I

AH OmHISmH on the

4PP4L4CEI4H
Well be bikini in hntabaia national Forest
from Winyab Sap to Tellico Gap (12.8 miles)

LICHTWOOD BAND

sponsored by the Outdoor Rec
Com. of the CUSU

The
Itirhiwood Ua.id starts nt1 n I ay I nt) completely
acoustic. Included irr sonqs liy [Iratby, Sttlls Kash
and Vniinii, .Iprr-y Jeff w,ili,.,-, J.J. rale, inn Inqqfns
and Messina. Next, they lead into ha I f electric, hair
Acoustic. Ihey end up playing ,.,.,»,. letel v eloerrii..
Their nius I r con be described as ii'-.i', anil Southern

and

March 3*st~ A&FtIL
&-30
EDGAR'S
CDCC
"Bengal Ball"-The original Bengal
Ball is coming, Saturday, April 22nd,
tickets go on sale Thursday, April 6.
Tickets are $3.00 each, strictly limited
to 2 per activity card. Two outstanding bands: Overland Express and
the Zassoff Boys. Beer, LaCrosse
game and more.

"Monday"-Happy Hour all night
"Tuesday"-Local talent and ladies'
night
"Wednesday"-Men's Night
"Friday & Saturday"-March 21stApr. 1, "The Lightwood Band"
■MM

,i \

ilr'.Ur

April 1
April 2

Saturday
Sunday
■as iifw::?1,

BOLT

tgofc ^tEWffyj. *8 ifiiwsi

OUTDOOR REC
"This Weekend"-overnighter on
the Appalachian Trail in Nantahala
National Forest.
"Saturday, April 8"-Whitewater
rafting on the Chattooga River with
Wild water Ltd.
Also, on this same weekend there
will be yet another trip to the Omni in
Atlanta for ice skating, browsing, etc.
If you've missed us before, don't miss
your last chance!
>. ,(*♦•'. I

" tilv.tl

f

The Union, IFC, and Hit Attractions will be conducting a v^orkshop
to assist you in presenting HVe entertainment. Social chairmen ^specially
will find this information vita?- We wi,!
cover how to locate bands? pricing,
contracts, riders, setting up equipment and some secrets th^t should
not be secrets.
j
April 4 or 5 7-9 P.M. {0*eck BV
Union desk for exact date) *
Chambers. Free!
^ ♦

=
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1978 Jos. Schtitz Brewing Co.. Milwaukee, Wis.

YOU TOO CAN
BE A DEAN OF BEER.
Or, There's a Little Siglinda Steinfiiller in All of Us.
Fallow Beer Persons,
Have you ever thought of becoming a Dean of Beer like me, Siglinda Steinfiiller? It may be easier than you think. Just
answer these two easy questions:
1. Have you found that if you don't have pizza once a week, you lose your appreciation for Italian art?
2. If you don't have time to party, does studying clog your brain?
If you answered "YES" to either of these questions, you have the makings of a great Dean of Beer,
1 Now, to further your education, take one average beer mug and add
the gjeat taste of Gusto. Which we Deans know can only be found in Schlitz.
| Which can only be found at the best pubs in town.
' But then, where else would we Deans hang out?

IFYOUDONTHAVE
SCHLITZ,
YOU DON'T HAVE |
GUSTO.

A■
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Faculty Senate
elects new head
By Steve Matthews
Editor in Chief
Faculty Senate elected history professor
William Steirer as its president for the
1978-79 academic year in its monthly
meeting Tuesday.
Also elected were chemistry professor
Otha Jacobus as vice president of the body
and economic zoology professor Theodore
Adkins as secretary.
President senate president Ray Noblet
called the new officers "an experienced
group of executives for next year."
In a landmark action, Faculty Senate extended an invitation for the student body
president and the student senate president
to attend its meetings. Earlier this year,
the Senate opened its meetings for the first
time to news coverage by the Tiger.
Steirer introduced the resolution to invite the two students. Past student president Mike Baxley and past senate president Andy Berly had requested an invitation. Faculty senate approved the resolution by voice vote.
The senate also approved a resolution
urging better athletic tickets for faculty
members. In part, the resolution stated
that "many faculty members perceive ...
that mere monetary 'donations' are
regarded by the university administration
as more important than the contribution
made by faculty members in the service of
the University, resulting in lowered faculty morale."
The faculty body urged the administration to "reorder its athletic ticket priority
structure" to give better tickets to the
faculty.
Senate also approved a five-page report

Center emphasizes growth'
There was a time, not too many years
ago, when the only thing a student could do
about a problem was to bear it. One
might've tried parents or friends, but
neither was much help for problems personal to the student.
Today, there is a place students can
turn, a place staffed by professionals
trained to help with problems. That place
is the counseling center.
Located on the second floor of Tillman
Hall, the counseling center is open Monday
through Friday, from 8 until 4:30.
Dr. Bill Wells, a resident psychologist at
the center, explained that the philosophy
of the center is that a student's growth is
not limited to the classroom. Growth is
also, Wells explained, "a continuing process involving the individual's personal,
social, emotional and academic experiences."
STEIRER

Wells believesthat by assisting students
in these areas of social development, the
counseling center can help students
become more "mature individuals, effective students and responsible citizens.
"The counseling center is one of those
places that can adapt to just about
anything," continued Wells. "We don't
handle one particular type problem or one
particular type student. We just do our
best to help with all of them."
Dr. Fred Stelle, director of the counseling center, noted that environment can be
a great aid in problem-solving. "Often,
just helping a student to get into a group
can be the first step in solving his or her
problem."

Photo by Hatfield

that proposed changes in East Campus
parking policy to add more faculty spaces.
An accompanying resolution noted that
construction on East Campus has resulted
in a loss of a large number of spaces.
In other actions Monday, Faculty
Senate:
—endorsed a proposed University
copyright policy.
—approved a second resolution urging
more faculty input on the Athletic Council.
—voted to invite College of Education
Dean Harold Landrith to Senate to discuss
Clemson students' 20 per cent failure rate
on the National Teacher's Exam.

Although not altstudents are handled in
groups, that memod is used often for
study-hait groupsL weight-control groups,
and assertive training. Other groups are
formed each s^ester to deal with
whatever problems students face.
"We are a cleai ig house for anything,"
added Stelle.
The most freq ent problem found at
Clemson's counse ing center is that question of "major cha iges."
"Many student' want to change their
academic majorsty continued Stelle. "So
we've designed several programs which
aid students in fir ding exactjy what they
want and what the; -should be good at."
Another coramin problem is that of
male - female rflationships. "A lot of
students come by ibout either the lack of
or. quality of thei j relationships," Stelle
said. "But we alsc [handle questions from
couples who are ge .ting along fine, and are
thinking about gett ,Pg married."
Groups may als \ be formed in anxiety
management and ; ssertive training. Both
groups help studejts to help themselves
through maturing. r
The counseling c inter seems to have one
problem itself, hoover, Stelle said. "People are sometimes ifraid to come to us for
help. They don't realize that we can help
with just about an$ ping.''
The counseling center is available free
to all Clemson students and all counseling
remains confidentSl.
"We just wanttfo help students get
whatever they canjl to Clemson for," commented Stelle.
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$300.00

Pose with a Stroh's

Held ■ 11

by
JX-

>re

Group
1st Place $100.00
•2nd Place $50.00
April 7th thru April 18th

Individual
1st Placje $100.00
2nd Plate $50.00
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Rules
1. Enter as many times as you like, (no duplicate pose)
.2. Put your name and telephone number on back of picture.
3. Take your pose to the location listed below.
4. Winner will be announced at location to be announce
5. You do not have to be present to win.
6. Decision of judge will be final.

The following locations will offer a 25« discount of each six-pjick of Sfroh's for
U

8EEL.

HE STflOH BREWERY CO . DETROIT. MICHIGAN «8??S
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[ The Red Circle
The Store
„..
,
Clemson Service Station
Cook'i Cash and Carry
.e.j
The following locations will offer a free Stroh's for your pose^
Ti*ger Town Tavern
The Upper Level
Tiger Den
Four Paws
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Dance-a-thon
$
raises 11,360
A dance marathon, sponsored by Kappa
Alpha fraternity, netted $11,360 for the
Muscular Dystrophy Association. "As far
as we know, this is one of the highest
amounts ever raised in a service project at
Clemson," said dance-a-thon chairman
John Williamson.
56 couples participated in the 20 hour
event held March 11. According to
Williamson, most of the couples were
university students, but others came from
Daniel High and several neighboring
areas.
Each couple was responsible for
soliciting contributions from businesses,
organizations, and individuals. $1,500 in
prizes was awarded to the couples raising
the most money. "The first and second
place couples raised over $1000 per couple," said Williamson. Individual
members of Kappa Alpha collected around
$4000 for the project.
"We were really pleased with the turnout and support of the dance-a-thon,"
said Williamson. "In addition to the
monetary contributions made, the bands
donated their time, and all of the prizes
given were donated. We also auctioned a
football autographed by the Clemson team
for $75."

PRESIDENT AND MRS. ROBERT C. EDWARDS appeared
at Kappa Alpha's dance marathon and, though not a registered
couple, took the opportunity to get into the swing of things. The

College of Sciences hosts
accademy meetings
Susie Pringle
News Writer
The Clemson University College of
Sciences is currently hosting the annual meetings of the South Carolina
Academy of Sciences. Junior and
senior level papers on various scientific topics will be presented and
judged on Thursday and Friday.
Topics on the high school level include behavioral biology,
biochemistry, chemistry,
mathematics, organismic biology,
and physics. From the 45 papers to
be presented, a winner in each division will be chosen and announced
Friday afternoon at 3:30 in M202
Martin Hall. The competition gives
the students a chance to have their

All Day Banking
South Carolina National
Member FDIC

research supported by the academy
and presented to other students.
The senior level will host papers
from college students, graduate
students, and faculty. 100 papers
concerning subjects such as environmental botany, biochemistry,
nutrition, and geology will be
presented Friday.
Dr. Rollin D. Hotchkins, a genetics
expert, will speak in Daniel
Auditorium Friday at 11:30 a.m. He
will discuss "Genetic Engineering:
Difficult Risk and Benefit Estimates
in a New World."
Participating high school students
will also tour Clemson's science
facilities during the two-day
meeting.

POOLS, POOLS, POOLS

money raised by KA was donated to the Mu^ular Dystrophy
Association.

College announces pjans
for engineering caijnp
By Leslie McMahon
News Editor
The College of Engineering recently announced plans for a summer engineering
camp for minority students. According to
Dr. Robert W. Snelsire, program director,
the purpose of the camp is to promote interest in the field of engineering among
minority students.
Beginning this summer, 60 students will
come to Clemson for two weeks for training in civil, mechanical, and electrical
engineering. The only requirements of
students is that they have completed high
school algebra and show an interest in
learning about the field of engineering.
The program is supported by 20
businesses and industries in the two
Carolinas and Georgia. They have contributed over $26,000 in pledges. Attendance for the students is free.
According to Snelsire, he has received

EUROPE
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over 200 applications fo^ entrance into the
camp. "I am now tryingjo sort through the
forms and decide the 60 ttudents who seem
to show the most promisr"
While here, the studeits will receive instruction from Snelsre in electrical
engineering, Pat Bishfo in mechanical
engineering, and Ruddf Elling in civil
engineering. The students will be involved
in projects that do not rAuire an "advanced mathematical comprehension." Some
of the projects inclu<£ designing and
building bridges and subsequently testing
the amount of stress thtfdesigns can take.
They will also be introduced to computer
techniques.
The students will attend the camp for
two summers. During Uw second summer,
a more complex problfm in one of the
areas will be undertakerfSnelsire emphasized ^the need to introduce the students to afc>ossible career in
engineering before they*"decide not to go
into the field without ev^r knowing what it
is all about." With this if mind, the camp
will attempt to "encou^ge them to stay
with those math and physics courses.
Without that preparation they just can't
make it in college engineering programs."
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Moflel UN delegates win honors
resource person for the Clemson Model UN
group. He also went to the conferences and
individually coached the students.

ByKiir^Fennell
Newsivriter
The Clemson Mrdel United Nations
Society received honorable mention for its
representation of thu country of Peru at
the Model United Nations Assembly in
New York. This coherence occurred on
March 13-19 and wa^ held in part at the
Statler Hilton Hotel a id the UN Building.

The meetings began at 10 a.m. and
lasted until midnight. Breaks were allowed for meals. Two of these sessions were
actually held in the UN Assembly room
while the other conferences met at the
Statler Hilton. During these meetings,
issues such as the Middle East situation,
examination of the problems of Namiabia
in southwest Africa, arms limitation,
human rights, and the transfer of
technology were discussed.

117 schools were represented at the
assembly and a tota of 1200 participants
took part in the v/eek-long activities.
Representing Clemscn were Mike Baxley,
Andy Berly, Pepe> Cumming, Tommy
Dryden, Charlie Gindy, Waring Howe,
Elaine Huff, Melissa' Jamieson, Robin Lee,
Sharon Park, Kennv Port, and Johnny
Smith. Dr. Edwin Co.iter advised the club.

In preparation for this event, the third
secretary to the Peruvian delegation of the
UN, Gorge Benavidas, talked to the Clemson group. Benavidas lectured on topics of
disarmament, technology, and other viewpoints and interests concerning Peru.
Clemson was successful in passing
several resolutions through a committee
and then through the entire assembly.

Elaine Huff, one ,f the Clemson participants, commented that Coulter "was
fantastic and put a lot of time into the
club." Coulter's dutes were to act as a

These resolutions dealt with human rights,
the transfer of technology, and the obligations of multi-national organizations.
Representative Huff stated, "The Model
UN in New York has a great deal of block
caucusing. It was more like the real UN
through participation in the work behind
the scenes."
Other members of the Clemson UN were
chosen for committee positions. Melissa
Jamieson was elected rapporteur of the
legal committee. Kenny Port was selected
Chairman of the Nonaligned States. Pepe
Cummings was voted Chairman of the
group of 77, a block of countries mainly
from Latin America and Africa.
"The honoraDle mention received by the
Clemson group is the equivalent to tenth
place in the country," explained Coulter.
"I was very impressed with our group,"
said Coulter. "I think they really helped to
put Clemson on the map up there in a
positive way."

COULTER
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This *eek the Tiger looks at Clemson'* Computer
CeiriJH1 and Hs newly appointed director. Stories
by Idle MeMahen, New Editor.

Extensive growth leads
to v|ist center resources
Clemson's molern computer center had
its roots in a 1' 2 lerson team established in
February of 1961 The center was run by a
part-time direcpr and a secretary who
operated a $50.0® RPC 4000 computer.
The center nc$v employs over 50 people
and operates equipment valued at $5 to $6
million.
Although the scilities have experienced
continued growth, that of the past few
years has beenjphenomenal. Since 1973,
computer usag* has tripled. In 1976 the
system was operating at full capacity;
therefore, an IBM system 370 model 165-11
was purchased & 1977. The present system
isnowoperatingnear capacity.
The central lystem is located in the
center's facilities in the basement of the P
and A Building.Eovering 3535 square feet,
the equipment Consists of the computer
itself, 36 tape] discs, and a retrieval
system. The tape disks are capable of storing 7'2 billion Characters. Seven of the
disks are devopd to the Department of
Social Services tccount.
In addition tctthe computer equipment.
the center is associated with a 300 kilowattr hour substationiln case of a failure, power
can be suppliectwithin a fraction of a second, preventing distruction of the equip. ment.
Approximate)1!' SoO terminals are tied in
; with the systent and over 200 of these are
located on cajnpus. In a percentage
breakdown, acaiemics utilizes 50 percent
; of the system'slcapacity, 30 percent consists of contraclwork, and 20 percent, ad-

ministrative. These three areas constitute
the three major divisions of the center.
The administrative programs are
operated by the Division of Academic Programming Services. The divisions' processes support all operations of the 11,000
students, 5,000 employees and $70-pius
million annual budget. DAP's biggest
system is Accounting Information, which
covers budget data, income and expenditures, and all financial transactions of
the university.
There are currently almost 100,000
separate university accounts. All programs are duplicated and stored off-site in
case of fire.
The Division of Information Systems
Development (DISD) is responsible for all
off-campus accounts contracted with the
computer center. The largest of these accounts is that with the DSS. Others include
the Appalachia II Health District, which
uses 30 terminals to pull its records
together across six counties, Lander College, Converse College, Central Wesleyan,
and Furman University. Each of the
schools uses the facilities in its administrative programs.
Other state agencies involved are the
State Development Board and the. Division
of Administration (the governor's office).
The Development board often uses portable terminals when visiting prospective
industries to the state. Within minutes and
through use of long distance telephone, the
computer can advise the industry on the
best potential location in the state.

Center appoints compltei
Dr. Christopher J. Duckenfield has
recently assumed the position of director
of the computer center. Since the first of
February, Duckenfield has been in chare
of all services provided by the center.
A 32-year-old native of England,
Duckenfield has been in the United States
since 1966. He earned his BA and MA in
mathematics from Oxford University and
his Ph.D. from the University of Connecticut.
He has previously served as senior
systems programmer for Unilever Computer Services in England, director of the
computer center and assistant professor at
Kenyon College in Ohio, and director of the

computer center and associate professor
at Western Carolina University.
Duckenfield cited several goals he is trying to accomplish at Clemson. In an effort
to expand academic support of the
facilities, several new employees have
been hired in addition to a new manager of
academic support. According to Duckenfield, this branch of the center serves as an
"interface between the center and the
academic society."
A conjunctive project of this principle
goal is "trying to make sure everyone
knows what's going on." Duckenfield
stated that the center has more than 50
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Thirty per cent of the work done at the
computer center consists of contract jobs
from agencies and businesses not
associated with the university. The largest
of these jobs is that contracted by the
Department of Social Services.
Under the terms of the agreement,
Clemson will be handling most of the agency's data processing for seven years. The
DSS is allowed to utilize up to one-third of
the computer's total capacity although only 15 per cent is currently in use by the
DSS.

The work involved includes all of the
financial information and most of the
welfare program information used by the
DSS. The first program handled by Clemson's computer was Title XX, a general
welfare program operated by the federal
government.
Developed by the computer center
employees, the data process screens
clients, services received, eligible recipients of the services, and providers of the
services.
The only service of the agency not en-
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puter expert as director
fulltime employees. Several students also
work in the center.
Saying that many people are not aware
of the efforts involved with operations of
the facilities, he cited the center's
Newsletter as the "primary public rela^
tions vehicle." "As such, we put a good
deal of effort into the publication," he said.
The academic support branch also is involved as an informative source for the
facilities.
Referring to Clemson's computer
center, Duckenfield commented that it is
"as well equipped as any center in the
southeast. The facilities that are available

to the students and faculty are as good as
I've ever seen. A good computer center is
one that serves. People from other places
say service here is better than in other
places."
Duckenfield replaced Russell Schoust.
Dr. Arnold E. Schwartz, dean of graduate
students and computing center, stated,
"We are extremely fortunate to have
recruited Dr. Duckenfield. Because of his
academic background, he has added much
to the relationship between academics and
the center. He is also appreciative of the
contributions that the students make to the
center and of the problems they encounter.

.-■':

Students utilize facilities
in educational capacity
As computer applications rise in almost
all phases of the business, political, and
social communities, the need for computer
education also rises. As such, Clemson has
implemented an extensive program in this
area.
At present, almost 200 courses are
available to train university students in
the use of computers. These courses span
the computer science, engineering, and industrial management departments.
Almost half of Clemson's students have
valid account numbers which give them
access to the computer facilities located in
the P and A building.
According to Dr. Arnold E. Schwartz,
dean of graduate students and the computing center, every college on campus
has terminals which are used for research
and teaching purposes. The newest terminals include six in the Nursing Building,
six graphics terminals in Lee Hall, and an
installment to be made in the psychology
department this month.
The job prospects for those who
specialize in data processing are extremely high. According to Schwartz, there is
"almost unlimited opportunity.
"We have seniors receiving offers of
$15,000 to $20,000 a year, and that's for
students coming straight out of college,"
continued Schwartz. "Data processing is a

rapidly expanding industry. In some areas
there are ten jobs for every applicant.
Within the Piedmont area, there are more
than 60 medium to large computer
centers."
Clemson's efforts in computer education
extend beyond the university students. At
the present, nine high schools have terminals that they use to train students.
Although university personnel are not
directly involved in teaching the students,
they are responsible for training the high
school personnel who teach the courses.
Another program for high school
students is the Interactive Computing
summer workshop. Coordinated by the
electrical and computer engineering
department, the five-day provides an introduction to students who are interested
in learning about and working with computers."
Dr. R. W. Snelsire is director of the program. He is assisted by student instructors
who can provide individual assistance at
any required level of instruction. Each student is allowed to progress at his or her
own pace to a level as advanced as possible.
The continuing education division also
offers 20 to 30 courses each year in computer instruction to people from areas outside the university.

es 'Clemson Connection'
tirely handled through the "Clemson Connection" is the Medicaid program. BlueCross Blue-Shield operates some of the
claims processing procedures involved
with the program.
^The DSS recently contracted with the
computer center to develope a Medical
Management Information System
(MMIS). Valued at over $25 million, the
project will involve 15 to 20 of the center's
employees.
*'All of the operational tasks, however,
are handled by DSS personnel in Columbia

through terminals within the agency.
According to Todd Hagans of the DSS,
the contract with Clemson has provided a
"fine interim to our going back on a
system of our own. We've experienced a
lot of development while working with the
(Clemson) computer center.".
The primary reason for the DSS' use of
the computer is speed. "The computer
allows us to process faster so we can better
meet our deadlines," said Hagans. "It
gives us a tremendous capability which we
didn't previously have."

i i • • • * •
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Clemson Players: on stage since the 1940's
By: Dan Bibb
Features Writer
6:00 P.M. - Daniel Auditorium is empty.
The crowds won't be arriving for at least
another hour. Backstage in the Green
Room, however, make-up personnel are
already at work.
7:15 P.M. - The ushers are in the lobby handing out programs and seating the first
members of the audience. The technical
director is making a last minute check of
the lighting. The stage manager is beginning to develop an acute case of the "I
hope's". I hope so-and-so doesn't blow his
lines. I hope the props work. I hope!
7:55 P.M. - Daniel Auditorium is filled to
capacity. The actors take their places on
stage. Some are nervous; others aren't.
The director takes a seat in the audience.
At this point, his job is finished. From now
on, the stage manager is in charge of the
production.
8:00 P.M. - The house lights go down, the
stage lights are brought up, the curtain is
pulled, and the Clemson Players launch into another production.

"It helps them conquer a fear of
some sort to be able to get in front
of people and perform."
—Soowal
It seems like there has always been a
Clemson Players organization here on
campus to help keep students entertained;
but actually, the Players have only been
chartered as a "fully recognized student
organization" of the university since 1969.
The roots of the organization, however,
go back much farther.
Cadets at the then Clemson A & M College presented several plays for the people
of the Clemson community in the 1940's.
It wasn't until 1964, however, that a
group of students got together to form a
group known as the Clemson Players.
Retired Professor Arthur J. Fear, who
came to Clemson in 1963, was very instrumental in the founding of the Players.
According to Fear, the early years of the
Players were hard ones because of limited
funding. Sets and lights had to be borrowed
from the Clemson Little Theatre. A good
relationship has continued between the
two organizations over the years. "Today,
the Clemson Little Theatre borrows many
items from the Players," Fear said. The
first plays that, as Fear said, "kicked the

Players off," were "The Idol," "The
God," and "The Idle God," a trilogy written by W. E. "Rhett" Rowley, one of Professor Mark Steadman's creative writing
students.
The plays dealt with different concepts
of God. Many fundamentalists condemned
the play. However, Fear stated that the
plays were helpful because they "gave
notice to drama at Clemson.''
In the fall of 1964, John van Druten's
play "Bell, Book, and Candle" was
presented. This play marked the first time
that a Clemson Player production was
funded. Fear said that approximately $100
was taken from student activity funds to
help finance the play. This play, like most
of the early plays, was presented in the
Food Industry Building.
During the spring of 1965, a series of oneact plays was presented by the Players.
But it wasn't until 1966 that the Players attempted their first musical — "The Three
Penny Opera." "Oedipus Rex" was also
presented that year. This play marked the
first and only time that a Player production has been held in the Clemson amphitheatre.
The first play ever performed in Daniel
Auditorium was Martin B. DuBerman's
"In White America" in 1969. According to
Fear, "This was the first time that Blacks
had acted in a play at Clemson." "Approximately 50 per cent of the cast was black,"
Fear said.
Professors began to get "released time"
on their teaching duties in 1966. This meant
that a professor could exempt one hour of
teaching duty if he or she helped direct a
play. Today, professors are able to exempt
three hours of teaching time a semester if
they direct a play. This practice was
established in 1975, according to Fear.
"Alpha Psi Omega, the National Honor
Society for Dramatic Arts, was organized
in 1967 by Marie Binsse," Fear stated.
Membership in APO is based on a point
system. After each play, the director of the
play assigns points to those who worked in
the play either in an acting or a technical
capacity. Once a person has earned 50
points, he becomes eligible for membership.
Today's members of the Players are
dedicated, hard-working, and talented.
According to Lee Ann Soowal, president
of the Players, actors and technical crew
members put in approximately 20 hours of
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SHAKESPEARE'S "AS YOU LIKE IT" was a recent presentation of the present players.
The banished duke's daughter pleads with her uncle to grant her wishes in this scene.
work each week for rehearsals. This
doesn't take into account all the outside
work involved in remembering lines.
"Theoretically, you should double your
rehearsal time on your own time," Soowal
said.
Despite all the work, new members are
always joining the Players for a variety of
reasons. "Some have had experience in
high school and they're interested; some
have never acted before and kind of toy
with the idea," Soowal added.
A lot of people act because, as Soowal
says, "It helps them conquer a fear of
some sort to be able to get up in front of
people and perform.''
Don't, however, get the impression that
being a Player is all work. A cast party is
held after the last performance of each
play. Also, according to Soowal, a bash is
held each year. At this time awards are
presented to deserving Players.
The Arthur J. Fear Award is given to a
Player for: "outstanding service and
dedication in the field of Theatre Arts."
The Marvins are also given out at this
time. You could say that the Marvins are
comparable to the Tony Awards given to
Broadway performers. You could — but it
wouldn't be very fair to the Tony Awards.
There's an award for the "best made
maid" and the "most tacky affair." There
are other categories, but I think you get
the picture.
According to Raymond Sawyer, assistant professor of drama, "Drama at Clemson University has reached the stage
where students need and desire more indepth training and experience."
He said that "approximately 100
undergraduates currently participate in
Clemson's extracurricular dramatic ac-

tivities and course-generated lab work,
each of whom contributes an average of
100 hours per year."
"This year, as well as in the past, the
Players have had to deal with budget problems, limited space for set construction,
and scheduling conflicts with other
organizations vying for the use of Daniel
Auditorit -n.
However, the future now looks a little
brighter for the Players. If all goes well, a
new dramatic arts minor will be instituted
in the near future, and a new Daniel Hall
annex will be completed 'hopefully' by
September, 1978.
The Daniel Hall annex will cost approximately $238,000.

"Some have never acted before
and kind of toy with the idea."
—Soowal
The program, he added, would be
"geared to prepare the all-around theater
person and would include advanced
courses in acting, directing, and stage
design."
According to Clifton "Chip" Egan, assistant professor of scenography and
technical director for the Players, the annex will contain a rehearsal room,
workshop, and costuming room. Other
rooms will also be available for storage
space.
Although the annex will alleviate several
problems encountered by the Players, the
addition is viewed by Egan as "strictly a
stopgap for the theater needs here at
Clemson." Approximately $2,000 will be
needed to help stock the new workshop
with tools," according to Egan.

the tiger
We're Still Looking.
"THE THREE PENNY OPERA" was one of the Player's earliest productions. Tom
Pender, Bob Dublin, Mike Easle and Tom Wordsdaje acted in the dramatc roles.
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Edgar's offers local
talent, atmosphere
By Susan Keasler
Features Editor
Edgar's, the union nightclub originally
known as Someplace Else, offers talented
students an opportunity to express
themselves and their abilities.
Each Tuesday night, the club sponsors
student acts that provide free, weekday,
live entertainment.
The project was begun last semester,
and, said Pat Dolan, manager of Edgar's,
"It went over really well."

"If we fill up the seats and have
to bring out folding chairs, we
have accomplished our objective. "
—Mackney
Audience response plays a major part of
local talent's success. "Some of the same
people come down every Tuesday just to
see what's going on," said the manager.
At times, the nightclub has been filled
almost to capacity. However, Mackney

hopes to improve that attendance. "If we
will up all the seats and have to bring out
folding chairs, we have accomplished our
objective."
According to Mackney, a second vital
aspect of talent night's continuation is
Edgar's relaxed quiet atmosphere.
"Edgar's is a place where people can
come just to sit and drink beer or soda and
talk while they listen to the music."
Sometimes as many as three acts performed in one night when local talent night
started. "Now we don't usually have but
one group olay each night," said Bob
Mackney, who manages the activity of the
club.
Mackney explained that no more nightly
acts have been featured recently because
auditions have been slack. "We wish more
people would audition," he said.
All of the performers so far have been instrumentalists. "I would like to get a comedy act or someone who does something
with their hands or a vocal group with a
boy and girl singing," continued Mackney.
The local talent manager also stated
that most of the acts are composed of

O
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GEORGE FEMMINGTON, Joel Makison and Mike Turnipseed combine as one of several
acts that have been featured during local talent night at Edgar's. The trio performed this
past Tuesday night.
system at Edgar's is not of very good
novice performers who have never played
before an audience. "Most seem to be nerquality and is the root of several acoustic
vous and scared at the beginning, and by
problems. But he believes that most
the time they settle down, it's time to
students had rather listen to the acts than
the traditional jukebox.
quit."
Mackney contends that the sound
Local talent also offers a means for
students who have never met to combine
their talents. Mackney explained that someone who sings but does not play an instrument might possibly find another individual to accompany him.
Occasionally, a well-liked local talent
act has later returned for weekend performances.
"We hope to be able to keep up local
talent night every Tuesday and have two
or three acts perform each week," finished
Mackney. He explained that the lack of
auditions is causing difficulty in finding
available talent.
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Student foresters host contests in area woods
By Bruce Johnson
Features Writer
The 21st annual Southern Forestry
School Conclave will be presented on
March 31-April 2 by the Clemson Forestry
Club. The conclave will take place at
Camp Hope on Lake Hartwell and the
university rifle range.
The Clemson Forestry Club is expecting
some 500 people from the other 12 schools
in the Association of Southern Forestry
Clubs (ASFC) to attend. Along with Clemson, other schools represented at the event
will be Arkansas, Auburn, Florida,
Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi State,
North Carolina State, Oklahoma State,
Stephen F. Austin, Tennessee, Texas A &
M, andVPI.
While the thought of a conclave held by a
group of forestry schools may educe images of lumberjacks like Paul Bunyan
meeting with Rip Van Winkle's ninepin
playing dwarves in the seclusion of the
woods, the Southern Forestry Conclave
will be an interesting event that, instead, is
quite real.
The conclave is a contest of both contemporary technical and antiquated skills that
add flavor to the assemblage. Each school
will enter one representative in each activity.
Competition will open at 8 a.m. Friday
with events such as dendrology (tree identification), wood technology (identification of trees from blocks of wood), and
wildlife identification (aging and sexing of
wild animals). Archery, events will be
held from 2 to 4:30 p.m. off the pier at
Camp Hope.
Saturday's activities will include pole
felling, knife throwing, axe throwing, and
chain throwing from 8 to 11 a.m. Pole clim-

Photo Dy Hatfield

ing the sites and practicing for the competition. Here, a student
practices his ax-throwing skilles.
leading to the JP Stevens plant, following
The location of the conclave is somewhat
the university's wooden sign to the Outoff the beaten paths. The simpliest way to
door Laboratory. Travel down this road
get to Camp Hope from campus is to take
and turn left at another sign to the
the road behind the Plant and Animal
laboratory. Continue on this road, stopping
Science building and proceed straight at
at the site of the conclave.
the traffic light. Turn right onto the road

PARTICIPANTS IN THE SOUTHERN Forestry School Conclave, scheduled for this weekend, have worked all week preparbing, bow and cross-cut sawing, log chopping, and log rolling will take place from 1
to 4:30 p.m. All events will be held at the rifle range.

PUNKERS! DON GARB!
IT'S THE

BEAUX-ARTS BALL

Ball slated Saturday
By Chris Riley
Entertainment Writer
Have you ever had the insane urge to
pierce your ear with a safety pin? Have
you ever wanted to do disgusting things in
front of a crowd? If so, you belong at the
"Beaux Arts Ball" on Saturday, April 1, at
9 p.m. in Lee Hall.
The "Punk" theme for the annual extravaganza was thought of by Steve
Rhodes, a third-year architecture student.
As they have in the past, the third-year

students are sponsoring this year's ball.
Decorations include safety pins, burnt
posters, and (rumor has it) a punk wired to
explode at the climax of the party.
The term "Beaux Arts" means
"beautiful art." It comes from a famous
school of design in France called "l'Ecole
de Beaux Arts." Clemson has been having
a ball for quite a few years. Past themes
for the gala event have been "Comic Strip
Characters" and the infamous "Movie
Stars."
Admission for "Beaux Arts" is $5 per
person ($4 for ASCAIA members).

All Day Banking
'South Carolina National
Member FOC

Montessori
Training
Course

THEME-PUNK POURRI

DINE-IN

PLACE-LEE HALL
TIME-9:00P.M.
DATE-APRIL 1ST
PRICE-ASCAIA $4.00
NORMAL RATE $5.00

SPECIAL
SPAGHETTI
and MEAT SAUCE
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
5:00p.m. to 1:00a.m.

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
*!tft44«'«MMttUHtiriWM<''
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A PLATE

possibly to be offered at
Tri County TEC beginning
Sept. Anyone interest

Call Barbara Wingo

226-9967
or
226-5344
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Staff prepares
spring issue
of Chronicle
According to "Doc" Holliday, Chronicle
editor, the spring issue of the student
variety magazine is one of the best ever
because it is a student body effort.
"The staff put the magazine together,
but the artwork and short stories come
from the students at large," stated Holliday.
Essays from the English classes, including "How To Win Love and Lose It,"
by Susan Rimes, contributed to the student
entries. Senior John Gaulden is responsible for the cover design, a drawing of okra
pods and blooms.
For the first time in several years, the
Chronicle will feature a two-page spread of
poetry. Holliday explained that students
had complained about poems being scattered throughout the magazine.
Contents also include the traditional
Gallery of artwork, which occupies six of
the 48 pages, and the photo section, F-Stop.
F-Stop covers eight pages.
Articles about dance and solar heating
are the features of this issue. Both were
written by staff members, but the dance
article is illustrated with photographs of
the Clemson Dancers. The feature covers
descriptions and histories of dances, and
their increasing popularity with students.
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the tiger
Greenville Art Museum offers exhibits, films
By Jim Stovall
Entertainment Editor

categories of painting, graphics, and open
media and will designate awards in each of
the categories as well as a grand award
from any category.

The Greenville County Museum of Art is
one of the newer facilities in South
Carolina's growing number of cultural
centers. The modern concrete structure is
located in Greenville's Heritage Green
between the County Library and the
Greenville Little Theatre on College
Street.
Open daily from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and on
weekends from 1-5 p.m., the museum
specializes in contemporary American
art. Not limited to painting, the museum's
collection also includes photography and
crafts such as metal working, sculpture,
glass blowing, and textiles.

The third exhibit is entitled "An Artist
Collects" and consists of works selected
1
from the personal collection of South i de
Carolina artist Jasper Johns. Johns' art I tiv
works cover a wide range, with a concen- ea:
tration of pieces done in the realist, dada
M<
and pop styles.
eff
Among the artists whose works makeup,
the exhibition are John Cage, a composer
who is considered probably the greatest influence in the development of pop art;
Robert Rauschenberg, a life-long friend of
Johns and also a pioneer of pop art; Merce
Cunningham, well-known dance
choreographer for whom both Johns and
Rauschenberg have designed production
sets; Rene Magritte, a master of the surreal; and Willem de Kooning, leader of the
action painters.

The museum's emphasis on contemporary work stems partially from practical considerations. Not having the financial support necessary to collec* a
representative selection of the major art
trends of the past, the museum chose to
concentrate instead on work that is
representative of current lines of
endeavor.

The museum is not only a place to see
the work of others but also a place to learn
the skills and crafts involved in the
creative process. The Museum School of
Art provides that opportunity by offering
courses each semester ranging from
beginning drawing and painting to advanced sculpture and jewelry-making. Most
classes meet twice a week for three-hour
sessions. The tuition is from $40 to $75 per
course, depending upon the skills and
materials involved.

In addition to the museum's permanent
collection, special exhibits are often on
display. These exhibits are generally
selections from private collections or the
winners of special competitions.
Three new major exhibits will be opening at the museum on April 5. The first is
the Third Annual Curator's Choice Exhibit, comprised this year of paintings by
Fred Wood, graphics by Jeanet E.
Oreskin-Haig, and crafts by Marvin
Taylor.
Woods is an architect with Piedmont
Engineers and Architects and is wellknown for his acrylic paintings of local
piedmont scenes. Recently he has worked
in watercolor with a focus on detail.
Dreskin, a Greenvillian who now lives in
Texas, studied printmaking at Smith College with Leonard Baskin, one of
America's premier graphic artists. She
received her MFA degree in printmaking
at Michigan State. This will be her second
group show at the museum.
Taylor is also an architect as well as a
jewelry-maker. His work consists mostly
of bracelets, necklaces, and body ornaments executed in brass and silver.
Taylor is the designer of the large airplane
supergraphic visible on the wall of a
downtown Greenville building.

Each month the museum sponsors aj
traveling program from the Independent
American Film Makers: Southern Circuit.
These are not films financed and produced j
by large commercial studios. They are, instead, the products of persons seeking to]
make a personal statement using film as a
medium.

Photo by Stovall

THE GREENVILLE ART MUSEUM offers a variety of exhibits and projects. This puppet
is only one of the many displays located in the museum.
The second show is the Greenville artist
Guild 42nd Annual Juried Exhibition. The
Artists Guild has made many contributions to the Greenville community for over
40 years, including its committment to the
establishment and growth of the museum,

Special Olympics slated
By Sue Stegall
Features Writer
The 1967 Track and Field Events for the
first Special Olympics for the local tricounty area will take place at the Clemson
University track Tuesday, April 18.
"We have an overwhelming response of
nearly 500 participants eight to 68 years
old — double the amount of athletes we had
expected," said Renee Murphy, assistant
coordinator for the project. The participants are the mentally retarded and
the physically handicapped of Anderson,
Oconee, and Pickens counties.
The Department of Recreation and Park
Administration (RPA), through the College of Forest and Recreation Resources
at Clemson, is hosting the event. RPA
department chairman Dr. Herbert
Brantley is the tri-county chapter head
and coordinator.
Clemson football Coach Charlie Pell will
lead in the opening ceremony at 9:45 a.m.,
with the events beginning at 10:00 a.m.
The closing ceremony will be at 2:00 p.m.
. t

I

Murphy, a graduate student and assistant to Dr. Brantley, emphasized the
amount of student in put in the project.
"It's great to see that the student body
can put on this track meet," she said, adding that students are serving as coaches,
officials, guides, and in other capacities.
Due to the tremendous turnout of participants, Murphy said that additional people are still needed for officiating, timing,
recording, and awarding. Any individuals
or groups willing to volunteer should call
the RPA department at 3400.
The Special Olympics, established in
1968 and sponsored by The Joseph P. Kennedy, Jr. Foundation, hold not only the
track and field events, but also other
games that go on throughout the year.
Clinics, workshops and serious training all
are a part of these games.
Murphy said that the April games here
are "just a start" and expressed hope for
other games to be held at Clemson in the
future.
"It's going to build," she said. "I can't
see K any way but growing."

the formation of early art classes that
evolved into the Museum School of Art,
and the organization of an annual exhibition and workshops designed to serve as a
stimulus for guild members.
Juror for the 1978 show is Mackey Bane,
Curator of Exhibitions at the Southeastern
Center for Contemporary Art in Winston
Salem. She will select works in the

Not easily classified, these films range]
in topic and format from documentary andl
drama to the playfulness of animation and]
new experimental visual techniques.
"Deal," a film co-directed by Jeff
Vaughn and John Schott, which will be
shown at the Museum on May 3, provides
an in-depth examination of the recording
of a single television program, "Let's
Make A Deal." The film, intended to
"stimulate a more intelligent understanding of the television medium and our
society," reveals the complex interrelationships comprising the television world
of entertainment.

this week
SATURDAY, APRIL 1

Baseball at USC

SUNDAY, APRIL 2
Baseball at USC

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 5
Lee Gallery; Egg and Art Show (thru
April 9)
English Hour Lecture, Best Student
verse and fiction of '77-'78, Strode Lounge,
8 p.m.
Baseball at Georgia

THURSDAY, APRIL 6
MONDAY, APRIL 3

Clemson University Chorus, Tillman
Aud.,8p.m.

German film, 315 Daniel, 7:30 p.m.
Intramural tennis, horseshoes, entries
open
Baseball vg Western Carolina

Dionysia '78; high school, college drama
competition (thru 8) Baseball at Ga. Tech

««

FRIDAY, APRIL 7
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De Palma's horror movie
provides quality excitement
By MarkCharney
Entertainment Writer

Within the realm of horror films, Brian
de Palma is surely one of the most effective directors of the past few years. His
earlier movies, "The Texas Chain Saw
Massacre" and "Obsession," were semieffective "shockers," but De Palma's early technique lacked that extra touch which
serves to make a film truly frightening.
With last year's "Carrie," however, De
Palma created an intense sense of horror
rarely seen on the movie screen. In "Carrie," De Palma combined cathartic overtones with a seemingly simplistic plot and
literally managed to scare people out of
their seats.
In "The Fury," De Palma once again
makes use of telekinesis, the ability to
move objects by thought alone. Rather
than examining one case of this
psychological disorder as in "Carrie," De
Palma centers upon two in "The Fury."
Robin (played by Andrew Stevens)
recognizes but shuns his strange powers,
and Gillian (played by Amy Irving) longs
to overcome what she considers to be
"telekinetic handicaps." Though Robin
and Gillian have never met, their powers
draw them together, and their final
meeting, bathed in evil, is inevitable.

Though there are some flaws during the
two hours of "The Fury," these hardly
seem noticeable within the almost
speeding pace of the film. De Palma,
however, is not content with directing a
simple horror film. On one level, "The
Fury" is indeed a frightening film, but on
another, it is a parody of detective movies,
complete with chase scenes, secret agents,
and even government villains. Strangely
enough, this satire is appropriate, for it not
only has value as humor but also provides
effective relief from the countless scenes
of blood and gore.
The movie's fast-paced direction is complemented by several outstanding performances. Kirk Douglas, pursued at
every corner by countless assailants, is effective as Robin's father. Carrie
Snodgrass, Douglas' doomed lover,
Hester, provides some comedy relief in
her first role since "Diary of a Mad
Housewife," and Charles Durning, though
seemingly miscast, portrays the head of
the Paragon Institutes in a chillingly effective manner.
The real stars, however, are Amy Irving
and Andrew Stevens. Amy Irving, who was
also in De Palma's "Carrie," achieves instant rapport with the viewing audience.
She has a bright, innocent nature that succeeds without becoming corny or

fd and <Jjoli5 U4alr5tuw

FREE
styling brush to every student who
brings in this ad and gets a haircut.
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"The Fury" is, above all else, a suspense
film. Beginning with a terrorist raid, "The
Fury" almost never gives the audience a
chance to rest. There are chase scenes,
murders, and psychic phenomena
throughout the entire movie, which should
please even the most avid suspense fan.
Whereas "Carrie" had only one primary
and sharply defined climax, "The Fury"
has several. Combine these effective
climaxes with several excellent performances, and "The Fury" becomes no
less than a rollercoaster ride into the
macabre.
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RICHLAND MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
The Positive Alternative
NEW GRADUATES may work Full-time or Part-time. RMH offers a six
week New Graduate Orientation Program as well as 15% shift differential
for evenings, 20% shift"differential for nights, competetive salary and
benefits, tuition reimbursement and continuing education. INTERVIEWS
will be held on April 8, 1978 from 12:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

'A Bi

and up

| 'slightly higher for longer hair
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When did you let a professional analyze your hair?

I

Free Consultations
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stereotyped. Stevens is just as effective in
his transference from innocense to evil,
though De Palma does not explore this
transformation in enough detail to make it
totally believable. These two young performers are certainly "The Fury's"
greatest asset, although John Cassavetes'
villainous performance is truly detestable
in every sense of the word. Cassavetes is
effective in his representation of a subtle
inborn evil, and when he receives his just
reward, the audience is both pleased and
shocked.

Because We do the best haircuts for men, women, & children,
We do the most haircuts for men, women, & children.
Great atmosphere. Great cutters. Great contemporary styling.
Soft and very curly body waves. Natural highlighting .

SEE US FOR A CUT THAT COUNTS

EDKEN
PRODUCTS
| Call for appointment
654-1902

Rogers Plaza
Hwy. 123—Clemson

Richland Memorial Hospital is the Positive Alternative for health care
personnel in South Carolina. As a 611-bed modern regional critical care
center with teaching associations with two major medical school, Richland
Memorial Hospital can offer you a wide range of clinical experience and
educational programs.
Richland Memorial also has openings for Student Nursing Technicians for
the summer months.

■i

BE POSITIVE!
Joincthe RMH Team Today!
For more information contact:

Nurse Recruiter
Office of Human Resources
Richland Memorial Hospital
3301 Harden Street
Columbia, S.C. 29203
Phone: 765-6271
EOE
M/F/H
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Concerts offer variety
for Georgia, Carolinas
By Jim Stovall
Entertainment Editor
The concert stages of Atlanta will be
busy this spring featuring a wide variety of
performers. The Fox Theatre will be host
to Leon and Mary Russell, with special
guest Gary Ogan, on March 31 at 8:30 p m
Tickets are $7.50. On April 8 Steve Martin
will present shows at 7:30 and 10:30. Remaining tickets are standing room only
The Grateful Dead will be performing on
April 10 and 11 at 8:00 p.m., and tickets are
available for $8.50, $7.50 and $6.50. The
April 10 show is almost sold out. Blue
Oyster Cult, with special guest Angel are
scheduled for April 13 at 8:00 a.m.'and
tickets are $7.50.
Also appearing at the Fox is
Montrose"Journey, with guest Van Halen
at 8:00 p.m: on April 23, and tickets are
$7.50. On May 11 Little .Feat will perform,
and Harry Chapin will appear on May 12
and 13 at 8:00 p.m, Chapin's first sbovi is"
entitled "The Early Years," and the second, "The Later Years." Tickets for Fox
concerts are available from the box office
660 Peachtree Road NE, Atlanta GA, 30308
(money orders only for mail orders)
Orders may also be placed by calling the
box office at 881-1977 only if you have VISA

orMasterCharge.
John Denver will be performing at the
Omni on April 3 and 4 at 8:00 p.m and
tickets are $10.00, $7,50 and $5.00. Also at
the Omni will be Shawn Cassidy on April 6
and Foghat on April 29. The Cassidy concert is almost sold out except for the highaltitude seats. Tickets are available bv
mail at 100 Techwood Ave., Atlanta GA
30308, by check, money order, or charge
card at 404/522-6664.
At Symphony Hall in the Atlanta Arts
Center, Meat Loaf will perform on April 12
at 8:00 p.m. Tickets are $6.50. Renaissance
willbe in;eoncert at 8:30 p.m. on April 26
and tickets are $6.50 and $7.50. Tickets for
both concerts are available at all Rich's
Stores, Peaches Records, and the Symphony Hall box office (404/892-2414)
■, In performance at the Atlanta Civic
Center will be Lou Reed, with guests Ian
Dury and the Blockheads, on April 5 at 800
p.m. On April 15, Randy Newman and Paul
Davis will be in concert, and on the April
25, Rufus, featuring Chaka Khan, will ap4P0e4a/523 1879b°X °%C Ph°ne nUmber iS
*M uho, Gn!at Southeast Music Hall on
March 31 and Aprill will be Don McLean ■
trrlL 5 ,and 6- Ehrin Bishcp and
Nighthawks; on April 25, Samantha Sang-

BARBARA JANE BOOKMAN. HER DADDY
OWNS THE TEAM. SHE CAN PLAY WITH THEM
ANY TIME SHE WANTS TO.

on April 28 and 29, Michael Murphy and
on April 14 and 15, Mac McAnally. Shows
are at S:I)0p.m. and,J0:Q0 p.m. For concert
information, cajr 404/261^2345, Sad for
reservations, call 261-8643.
The Annual Atlanta Jazz Festival will
take place on May 19 and 20 in Atlanta
Stadium. The opening night will feature
Gladys Knight and the Pips, LTD, Maze
and George Duke and the Duke Ellington
Orchestra. The O'Jays, Johnny Taylor
Brick, Teddy Pendergrass, and Voltage
will perform the second night. Tickets
have not yet gone on sale.
The Greenville Memorial Auditorium
ACADEMY AWARD NOMINEE
I'^hKMOSTPOWEHFlLLV
EXPLICIT AMERICA* FILM
ON.SEXIALIIYSOFAR.
Richard Brooks ha« filmed it
.with power, eerioashe&s and 1
integrity. Diane Kealon gives *
an extraordinary' performance,"
the most remarkable
; performanceby a young actress
in a long time:" ..,

„i;,DIANEKEATON ra
> TUESDAY WELD mi

will host Blue Oyster Cult, along with
Angel and Wet Willie on April 6 at 8 00
p.m. Tickets are $fr,50 advance and $7.50
the day of the show. Ronnie Milsap-will appear on April 7, and tickets are $7.50, $6.50
and $5.50. Mail orders may be addressed to
Box 19348, Greenville SC, 29603.
Waylon Jennings and Jessi Coulter will
perform at Carolina Coliseum on April 9
Tickets are $7.50, $6.50 and $5.50. A Greenville radio station announced last week
that Jackson Browne would appear in concert on April 21, but the Carolina Box office
said that they had no information on the
show. •
For "Big Band" enthusiasts, the Glenn
Miller ■ Orchestra, directed by Jimmy
Henderson, will perform at the Carolina
Inn in the Imperial Ball Room on April 7
Tickets are $17.50 per couple; and the
doors open at 8:00 p.m., The band will
begin'at 9:00 p.m: For reservations call
799-8200, extension 309.
Chuck Mangione'S concert % at the
Charlotte Coliseunf is sold out.. Filureconcerts in Charlotte include Willie Nelson on
Apnl 15, Warren Mays on April 21-, and BUI
Withers on April 23 The box office :phone
number
is 704/372-3600.
I "-*■*■I
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Starcastle's third album offers some surprises
material instead of totally lengthy, conceptual cuts. Much of Starcastle's style
has been compared to that of Yes in that
their musical integrations in harmonies,
bass lines, and keyboards follow the same
patterns that Yes have used for many
years. Although Starcastle's musical style
is similar in that respect, they harmonize
more richly in their vocals, adding more
depth to the complexities set down by
keyboards, bass, and guitar sections.
Two songs, "Shine on Brightly" and
"Can't Think Twice", seem to be directed
toward the radio audiences, but it stands
that recognition comes with publicity. And
to make it in the music business, the people have to hear what you have to offer.
By Tim Durden
Entertainment Writer

Citadel
Starcastle
Starcastle is a band worth much recognition. This being their third album, they
have made some surprising changes in
their musical format. "Citadel" offers
much more commercially accepted

Down Two Then Left
BozScaggs
"Down Two Then Left," Boz Scaggs'
latest album since "Silk Degrees,"
diversely uses a mixture of funk, rhythm
and blues, and slight soul. Boz surprisingly
incorporates less funk and modern soul, a
method by which he achieved much success on "Silk Degrees". Instead, he emphasizes more on the R&B aspect. If you

Anderson Theatre presents
Broadway musical comedy
The Anderson Community Theatre will
open its production of the popular Broadway musical "My Fair Lady" on March 31
at the troup's facilities on East Whitner
Street in Anderson.
The play is the story of a linguistic expert's trials and tribulations as he attempts to reform a cockney housemaid into a lady of charm and refinement. The
familiar tunes of the Lerner-Loewe team
enhance the light-hearted mood of the
musical and bring back memories of other
times with songs such as "I've Grown Accustomed to Her Face," "The Rain in
Spain," "I Could Have Danced All Night,"

"On the Street Where You Live," and "Get
Me to the Church on Time." •

haven't noticed already, Boz can play the
guitar, and along with guitarist Steve
Lukather, they prove it with some sharp
guitar solos, which amount to five out of
the total eleven songs on the album.
However diverse and different this
album may seem to be compared to "Silk
Degrees," Boz's style is still evident. His
voice is his style, and no matter how much
his musical material may change, his style
shouldn't be determined by a big success
on his previous album. "Down Two Then
Left" is evidently an attempt at something
a little different and a change of pace, so
give it a listen.

In City Dreams
Robin Trower
Robin Trower has evidently not lost his
persona for Jimi Hendrix after all, but
once again his Stratocaster guitar has
been used as most of the artillery in the
band. A new member to the one time trio is
bassist Rustee Allen. This addition enables
James Dewar, lead singer and former
bassist, to search for new heights in his
vocal range. Adding Rustee Allen with
drummer Bill Lordan brings together the
old Sly and the Family Stone rhythm section.
Playing for hit singles and airplay
plagues this album, but it takes away
much of the monotony found on much of

Oxygene
Jean-Michael Jarrel
One of Europe's biggest performers in
the pop music scene now is 29 year-old
French electronic music composer JeanMichel Jarrel. His father, Maurice Jarrel,
is a movie score composer and composed
soundtracks to movies such as "Lawrence
of Arabia" and "Doctor Zhivago". JeanMichel Jarrel's latest work, "Oxygene," is
an electronic music album consisting of a
battery of synthesizers and his specially
built Rhythmin' Computer. All the tracks
on "Oxygene" are composed, performed,
and produced by Jarrel himself. The
album has sold more than three million
copies and has hit number 78 on
"Billboard's" charts.
Maybe for lack of better song titles, Jarrel has entitled the cuts simply "Oxygene
Parts I through VI." Jarrel's style is as
close to Germany's electronic wizards'
"Tangerine Dream" as anyone has gotten
so far.

Do You Need A 2 Part-time Job.
Extra Cash.
Come Sell Ads For the

m

MILES &
CRENSHAW

The performances take place this
weekend on March 31 and April 1 at 8:00
p.m., and on April 2 at 2:30 p.m. The
following week, performances are at 8:00
p.m. April 5 through April 8. There will
also be a matinee on April 9 at 2:30 p.m.
Reservations for seats for "My Fair
Lady" may be made by calling 226-0676 in
Anderson. Adult tickets are $5.50, and
children's and students' rates are $3.00.
The box office is open daily from 10 a.m. to
5 p.m. and prior to all performances.

Trower's previous album, "Long Misty
Days," in which the title cut was about as
long as it was misty. The dedicated Trower
fan might be disappointed by "In City
Dreams," but the casual listener would
probably find it interesting.

1

Restaurant &
Cafeteria
HOME-COOKED
MEALS

ANDERSON MALL
ANDERSON. S.C. 29621
STORE PHONE S03 226-9728

$2.15-$ 2.40

TWO FRIENDS
Anderson Mall
Featuring:

Price includes
drink & dessert

Levi, HIS, Wrangler,
Male
Jeans and Sportswear

i

6 am-8 pm
Monday-Saturday
On the Square, Pendleton

Construction Worker Needed
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Must have a strong back to work part-time now
and| full time this summer. Must have own
transportation, $3.00 j£er nour. CaNllAondays from
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Liberty, SC
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campus bulletin
Announcements
The Biochemistry Club will meet Monday
night, April 3, at 7 in Byrn's Hall Lounge.
Toots Motisher, formerly a graduate student
and now working in industry, will be leading
an informational discussion.
The IntramurarDept. will have a crosscountry race on April 1 at 10 a.m. which will
consist of a 15 mile event. Maps of the course
can be obtained in the intramural office.
Anyone interested in participating can sign
up in room 251, Fike Recreation Center from
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Friday, March 31. If
you have any questions, come by the office
or call 656-2116.
The Clemson University Hotline will be
sponsoring a Logo/Poster contest. All entries must be submitted to the union information desk no later than April 21, 1978 at
11 p.m. The winner will be announced on
Tuesday, April 25, 1978, and the winner will
receive his or her choice of either two single
albums of their choice or one case of billy
beer. For more info call the Hotline between
8 p.m. and 8 a.m. at 654-1040.
Tennis pros and assistant pros-seasonal
and year-round clubs; good playing and
teaching background. Call (3011 654-3770, or
send 2 complete resumes and 2 pictures toCol. R. Reade, W.T.S., 8401 Connecticut
Avenue, Suite 1011, Chew Chase, MD 20015

APO Service Fraternity presents at
Edgar's April 6,1978, Nostalgic Nonsense - a
film festival, 3 films by 1 Laurel and Hardy,
2 Three Stooges, 3 Marx Brothers. 8-12 p.m.
for $.25. Films begin on the hour, shown one
after the other.
A boating and fishing clinic offered by the
Dept. of Natural Resources will be held April
1 and 2 at Hart State Park near Hartwell. At
sunrise Saturday, a day-long "Big Daddy
Parent-Child Fishing Contest" will begin
and contestants can register at the park office. Other programs offered will be instruction on safety, equipment care and fishing
techniques, courses on survival and cane
pole fishing, boating safety in canoes, and
sailing craft, and a casting contest. Also, the
Izaak Walton League and the Western
Carolina Sailing Club will offer their services in the clinics. On Sunday afternoon
there will be a sailing regatta. For more info
call Hart State Park at 404-376-8756.
Got a problem? Well, you can always write
Dear Abby. But, it can take days" for an
answer. Why not call the Hotline? We're
here every night, 8 p.m. to 8 a.m., so there's
little waiting. It doesn't even cost the price of
a stamp to reach us — we're only a phone
call away. Wed also love to hear from
students interested in volunteering some
time as a Hotline listener. Think of us: call
us. We're thinking of you.

Martha
Barnes
Gift Shop
In the Clemson House.
Costume Jewelry-Decorative Items
Greeting Cards-Notes

60 SERIES
RADIAL SALE
■«

The Clemson Sports Car Club is having a
rally Saturday, April 1, starting from the
horticulture gardens by the red caboose.
Registration is at noon with the first car off
at 1 p.m. Sunday, April 2. There will be an
autocross behind Lee Hall in the commuter
lot. Registration is at noon with the first car
off at 1 p.m. For more info call John Clark at
654-3024 or Roy Blakeney at 656-76%.
There will be an animal wash behind the
P&A Building on April 9 from 1-5 p.m. The
wash will include a bath and flea dip. Prices
will range from $1.50 to $2.50 depending on
the size of the animal.
The first "What is Economic Zoology'"
workshop will be held April 3, at 4:30 p.m. in
room 316 Long Hall. All interested in the
answers to the befuddling question, please
come and discuss.
Work in Japan! Teach English conversation. No experience, degree, or Japanese required. Send long, stamped, self-addressed
envelope for details. Japan-B51, 411 W
Center, Centralia, WA 98531.

Found: umbrella in 201 Martin Hall Call
7642.
Lost: Case Sodbuster pocketknife,
stainless steel blade, brass line locking
black handle, 4Vi" long. Call 654-6911 after 6
pm. Generous reward.
Lost: One black and brown male beagle on
March 25. 10 months old, black collar and
flea collar. Call 654-3360.
Lost: Ladies gold Seiko watch with black
felt band. Sentimental graduation present If
found, please call 656-6385 or 656-6629.
Lost: SR 51- A calculator, call Dan 6546143.
Lost: Clemson Class ring, white gold with
a green stone. Left in 3rd floor men's room of
Long Hall the Thursday before spring break.
Reward is offered. If found, please call Buddy Blide at 656-7398.
Lost: one pair of prescription eyeglasses
Gray plastic frames with gray tinted lenses
Reward offered. Call 654-1558.
For Sale: 1974 Yamaha 175 Enduro 2 500
miles, very good condition. With 2 helmets $400. Call Dan at 882-7533.
For Sale: 10 speed, 26 inch bike. Good
shape, excellent buy. Call 8199, Sunday after
8 p.m.

Classifieds
Found: Tennis racket by courts. Call 7642.
Found: 1 ring in bookstore. Owner must
identify.

Old parachutes for sale. 28 feet In
diameter, great for tents or ceiling covers
$25. Call Mark 8882.

Found: 1 calculator in bookstore. Owner
must identify.

Personals
Judy, I hope you enjoy your new bird
(Jehovah)! Love, Chris.
Steve Keep smiling! The cowboys will
win!!
JR. - Streaking in the Spanish Galleon'
What next?
NewtsezE.F.S.
Jim & "Chester" - thanks for the "cultural
experience" at Mac's last Tuesday night
Endearingly yours, Lyn.

BONANZA
SIRLOIN
PIT

RENT OUR
BUILDING

123 By-Pass
Seneca
Offers all Clemson Students
10 /o Discount on Meals
"7 Days a week"

(it seats up to 200 guests and has a bar, dance floor
and band stand. It's next to Cheap Joe's Jeans on Hwy. 76,
Anderson)

GOOD

4 for $199. plus tax

Let Us Help You Plan Your Parties,

SPORT SIZE RADIAL
WHILE THEY LAST

Dances, Receptions, Reunions, Wedding
Parties, Bar-B-Qs, Dinners, Luncheons,

$37.50 plus tax and up

Holiday Parties, Etc.

Complete Brake Service
Shocks
and
motor tune-ups

Get Out With The Good Earth!
Before exams hit, we've got some great weekend
clinics for you. We'll take care of your food
equipment, tentage, etc. Just bring a sleeping bag
and come along.

Call For Information

QJkirley s (catering QJervice

Don's
Tires
103 N. Clemson Ave.
Clemson
654-5072

For Sale: Sigma model DR-7 guitar. Excellent condition, with case, $200. Call Ken at
654-6970.
Sports Cars, Triumph GT6, Mark III, '7i
hatchback, 20-25 mpg, very good condition
sporty, see it in Clemson, leave name and
phone number at 287-3776 in Anderson.
Needed: one female roommate. Please
contact Anne Walters at 656-3059 from 8am
until 4:30 p.m., and after 4:30 p.m. please
call 654-4643.
, •.
Room wanted for male student"for the fall
semester, preferably within" walking
distance of campus. For more information
call 656-8360.
Any persons interested in working in the
Clemson Students for Pug Ravenel organization, please contact Terri at 654-5488.

April 8&9 Climbing-Crowder's Mtn State Park
April 8&9 Whitewater Canoeing-Chattogga &
Nantahala

SHIRLEY WAGES

654-5530

Clemson phones
654-4312

654-1377

April 15&16Caving-Chattanooga, Tenn.
Stop by and check these out plus our trips this
summer to the Sierras, Mt. Rainer and the North
Cascades.

Southern Womens
Services, Inc.
'Problem Pregnancy Counseling
| Abortion Counseling & Services
'Free pregancy testing
'Family Planning &
Birth control
services
'Trained Counselors;
'Speakers for
schools & civic
groups

3SK&

BEST MEAT IN TOWN
Deli orders by telephone 654-6609

Open 8-10 Daily and 10-9 Sunday

CLEMSON VARIETY AND FRAME SHOP
1614 TWO NOTCH ROAD
COLUMBIA, SC
29204
TELEPHONE 1-800-922-9750

h

—«"
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DINE-IN

SPECIAL
SPAGHETTI
and MEAT SAUCE

Custom Framing with Free Estimates
All Sizes Glass-Cut to Your Needs
Any Size Ready Made Frames
Craft, Needlework, and Macrame Supplies

EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT

STUDENTS
WELCOME
store hours 9:00-5:30
downtown 654-1723
M .T.-:<P.-vO' I

L

5:00p.m. to 1:00 a.m.

99*
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sports
Georgia Tech: possible future ACC member
league.

By Cobb Oxford
Sports Editor

Finances would be a third factor. Tech,
with time, would help the conference to expand its treasury. Fans from the conference schools could look forward to a
weekend visit to Atlanta, where nightspots
and hotel rooms are in great abundance.
Clemson people enjoyed the trip to Atlanta
yearly, but they also wanted Tech to be
fair by playing the Tigers at Death Valley
on a regular basis. A team like Tech would
boost ticket sales on their name alone
because of their glorious past.

Numerous reports were circulated last
week that a new member to the Atlantic
Coast Conference was a distinct possibility. The ACC has not had eight members
since the University of South Carolina left
the conference in 1971. The school that was
named as the possible eighth member by
numerous media outlets was the Georgia
Institute of Technology in Atlanta.

The final factor is that an eight member
conference would balance the league, thus
doing away with first round byes in the
basketball tourney and making the conference races exciting until the end of the
season.

Georgia Tech was a member of the
Southeastern Conference before they
became independent in 1964. The athletic
programs at Georgia Tech were among
the best in the country, especially the football teams of Coach Bobby Dodd! After
dropping the SEC, the athletic programs
at Tech slowly began to go downhill. Tech
is now recognized for its football past
rather than the present state of the program.

Tech stated that one reason they wanted
in the conference was to create fan interest
until the end of the season. A conference
race and rivalries would create the interest necessary for a winning, money
making program.
Last year, Virginia Tech was turned
down in its bid for admission to the ACC. A
great portion of this decision was probably
based on the location of VPI. Blacksburg,
Virginia, is at least thirty miles from a
sizable city.

Trailing
the
ACC
In the past, Georgia Tech was a "football school" but in recent years several of
its other athletic programs have begun to
take great strides. The greatest change
has come on the basketball floor as the
Yellow Jackets have joined the Metro
Seven basketball conference and in the
past few years they have been very competitive under Coach Dwayne Morrison.
The Yellow Jacket football schedule has
always contained either Duke or Clemson
of the ACC, but the future Tech football
schedules will not allow them to compete
for the conference championship until well
into the 1980's because of the numerous
contracts they have with other schools.
Clemson was dropped from the schedule
because the Jackets did not want to visit
Death Valley every other year. With conference membership, Tech would be forced to comply with a home-and-home game
basis.

The facilities at Georgia Tech are good
enough to allow them into the ACC. Grant
Field can hold over 58,000 fans, and it
would become the only artificial surface in
the ACC. Alexander Memorial Coliseum
can pack in 8000 persons, and for big ACC
games Tech can use the Omni, a giant
arena that can hold around 16,000 fans.
The academics at Tech are also
recognized nationwide because of the fine
engineering programs and high standards
of admission. Head football coach Pepper
Rodgers has complained in the past that he
can not find football players that can play
and do calculus at the same time.
A candidate for admission to the ACC only needs approval from five of the member
schools. It was reported last week that
Tech had six votes of approval with the
unknown school's seventh vote undecided.
Both the Atlantic Coast Conference and

Georgia Tech would benefit from the acceptance of membership.
The location of Tech is one important
factor. Atlanta, Georgia, is one of the
largest media outlets in the country, and
having Tech in the ACC would mean more
coverage for the conference. The ACC
would also have to add another state to its
Atlantic seaboard logo, thus denoting a
wider conference area of competition and
adding fans from the state of Georgia for
greater conference interest. Tech would
benefit in that recruiting would become a
little bit easier as a member of a conference.
The second factor is that Tech is known
nationwide even though they have been out
of the national spotlight for around ten
years. It would give the conference further
identity and therefore strengthen the

Many persons around the conference
have stated that the big reason for no
eighth team in the ACC would be that the
basketball tournament tickets would have
to be divided eight ways instead of seven.
Tech not only provides a young, developing basketball program for the ACC but
also the Omni as a third site for the ACC's
post-season classic.
Tech also would even the outside North
Carolina vote if they were admitted. The
Big Four would no longer be able to control
the conference because of the Tech addition. Clemson, Maryland, and Virginia
would have a comrade for the close votes if
the North Carolina schools decide to block
vote.
Balance and strength are two main objectives of any conference. Georgia Tech
would add both of these elements to the
ACC. The financial aspects of allowing
Tech into the conference also look very
positive. The Jackets would not make a
Ramblin Wreck out of the ACC; they would
only drive the conference towards greater
recognition and improvement.

Men's tennis upsets ranked competition
By Peter O'Leary
Sports Writer
The men's tennis team is home again
with its first major upset of the year. The
men beat fourteenth-ranked LSU at Baton
Rouge last Saturday on the end of a road
trip through Texas and Louisiana.
Even though the team lost five out of
eight matches on the trip, Head Coach
Chuck Kriese was pleased with the attitude his team has picked up.
"Tennis is seventy per cent mental,"
stated Coach Kriese. "Our mental performance on the Texas trip was good; I'm
pleased with the way we're progressing."
The team also beat Texas A&M and Rice

but lost a heartbreaker against eighteenthranked Wisconsin five to four. Other
highlights of the trip were Clemson
freshman Pender Murphy's upset of
SMU's tenth ranked Mark Vines and the
play of the number two doubles team of
Mark Buechler and Pender Murphy. They
were five and three on the trip.
"We're on schedule now and aiming
towards the ACC," said Kriese." We've
gained the ability to be competitive
against any team in the U.S."
This coming weekend is very important
for the team as they face three ACC teams.
If the Tigers do well in these matches, it
will enhance Clemson's chances of getting

high seedings in the ACC tournament.
"We have a chance at five number-one
seedings in the ACC," stated Coach
Kriese." The seedings are a determining
factor of who wins the tournament."
"I'll know if our Texas trip was worth it
after this weekend," said Kriese. "If we
beat the ACC teams this weekend, we'll be
in the driver's seat."
The year hasn't been all positive,
however. Coach Kriese reports receiving
criticism about having such a hard
schedule.
"I want Clemson to become a national
power," he stresses. "You can't do it
unless you play the nationally ranked

;
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schools."
Another complaint Coach Kriese has
heard concerns fan support at home.
"Tennis is mostly mental, but it still
helps to have fan support behind you.
Every team we played in Texas had more
fan support than Clemson gets," Kriese
said.
The Tigers face an important weekend
with three ACC teams ahead. Things get
rolling with Maryland at the Sloan Courts
at 2:30 p.m. this Friday.
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Women's tennis continues to improve
By Lynn Jarrett
Sports Writer
The Clemson women's tennis team is
continuing a very impressive spring
schedule. The Tigers rolled to a 11-0 record
before they were stopped by Florida
March 19. While in Florida over spring
break, the women also dropped matches
with South Florida and Rollins in Winter
Park.
However, the Tigers left their mark in
the sunshine state as they racked up
several impressive wins over Florida
State (8-1), Tampa (9-0), and Stetson (9-0).
Coach King rates the competition in
Florida as the toughest in the country and
feels the competition over spring break
helped the Clemson women's games.
. At home last Tuesday, Clemson rolled
over Furman to bring their record to 13-3.
Friday morning at 9 o'clock, the Tigers
began competition in the Southeastern Intercollegiate Invitational. Competition will
continue until 7 p.m. tonight and continue
with semifinals at 9 a.m. and finals at 10:30
a.m. tomorrow, April 1. Doubles finals will
be at 3:00 p.m. tomorrow. The tournament
should be good, according to Coach King.
"Some of the best teams in the Southeast
will be there." These teams include
Alabama, Georgia Southern, Mary
Baldwin, Maryland, TennesseeChattanooga, and Wake Forest.
Earlier in the season, Clemson downed
Wake Florest 9-0. They also beat ACC foes
Virginia (8-1) and North Carolina (6-3).
The North Carolina victory was a big win
because North Carolina was the ACC
champion last fall. The Tigers will face
Duke and North Carolina State April 16 to

try and continue their undefeated record in
the ACC.
Susan Hill, a freshman who is ranked
number one in the South, is playing the
number one position on Clemson's team.
She won the CC singles title last fall and is
continuing her success with a 12-3 record
this spring. Hill had a big win as she
defeated Suzy Black from North Carolina,
a veteran powerhouse in the region. Over
spring break, Hill split sets with Julie
Pressly, one of the top ten women in the
nation for the past eight years. This was a
tremendous effort because the Clemson
star was also combating a 101 degree fever
and virus.
Carol Fullerton, another outstanding
freshman, has posted a 10-3 record so far.
Fullerton, number one player in South
Carolina, had big wins over Pam Mitchell,
ranked twenty-fifth in the nation, and Beth
Bondurant, who has been ranked number
17 in the nation.
Freshman Susan Rimes holds the
number three spot on the team. "She has
started to play really well the last couple of
weeks in both singles and doubles", stated
Coach King. Rhines holds a 9-5 record.
With a 14-1 record, freshman Colette
Bennett plays the number four spot. Bennett is "a determined player. She knows
how to dig on the court," remarked King.
Libby Cooper plays the fifth position
with a 13-1 record. Cooper, sophomore,
was the oldest player that traveled to
Florida. She was also the only winner at
the University of Florida as she downed
Lady Gator Visa Gratton 6-3, 6-1.
Teri Starr, a freshman who plays the
sixth spot, injured a nerve in her side in
Florida. Starr holds an 8-3 • record.

Freshman Kaki Abell has come in to help
in a lot of matches.
In doubles, Hill and Cooper "have been
playing well." They defeated North
Carolina's ACC Champions of last fall 6-4,
7-5. Also in doubles, Fullerto^i and Bennett
earned the second flight ACC championship last fall. They have racked up 12 wins
to only two losses this spring.
Coach King feels that the college tennis
doubles can make or break a match. She

noted that many junior players have concentrated on singles more than doubles.
This theory held true for the Tigers in one
of their losses in Florida. The Clemson
team was winning 4-2 against Southern
Florida but lost all three doubles matches.
Next week Clemson will host
Presbyterian College on April 4 at 2 p.m..
and Georgia on April 5 at 2 p.m. at the
Sloan Tennis Center.

FRESHMAN CAROL FULLERTON returns a shot in the Lady Tigere^conquest of
Furman Tuesday afternoon. Fullerton is currently a top-ranked woman tennis player
in the South and the number two player on the Lady Tiger squad.

EUROPE
ctciicriiu
(800) 325-4867
or see you» travel dqent

© UmTravel Charters ..

An Advertisement In

the tiger
Reaches Clemson's
And Many Alumni.

WHAT A MOUTHFUL OF FUN!

TOGOlFORn
No Limit!!

I
And a small price to pay for so much fun!
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Offer good through April 5th, 1978
University Square Mall

Clemson, S.C.
654-3360
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Sports briefs

Ruggers upset by Carolina in state tourney
The Clemson Rugby club's hopes of winning a second straight state rugby championship went sour at 11:30 a.m. two Saturdays ago.
Just before noon on that cool, sunny day,
Clemson was swarming over a strong
team from the University of South
Carolina. Nine to zero was the score. "Roll
it up," was the word from jubilant Tiger
supporters. After a disaster, a mistake,
and another mistake, Carolina had tied the
score.
In the second half, Carolina managed a
second try (similar to a football
touchdown) to win 15-9. Relegated to the
losers bracket, Clemson rolled over
Michelin 40-3 and USC-Allendale 40-0.
Meanwhile, Carolina assumed the tournament favorite role from Clemson. The
Gamecocks badly misjudged the Citadel,
however, and pulled their best players out
of the game, holding them for what they
thought would be the championship game.
Citadel eeked out a victory over the
weakened Carolina side.
One week later at Myrtle Beach, Clemson avenged its sole loss by defeating
Carolina 21-15. As before, Clemson jumped
out to a commanding lead and had to hold
on while USC fought back. The match was
played before approximately 100 fans who
paid $2 each to see the game in a football
stadium. The proceeds went for uniforms
for a local high school football team.
The Tiger "A" side is now eight and two
on the season with two games left to play.
Clemson will play the first of those this
Saturday on the field below Jervey at 2
p.m. against the Charleston Rugby Club. A
party will follow at the east beach.

Wrestling
Experience is usually the best teacher.
Anyone who doubts that old saying
might talk to Clemson wrestling coach
Wade Schalles. After taking the Clemson
team far beyond where they've ever been,
he realized that they still have a long way

to go before becoming a top power in
wrestling. The Tiger wrestlers dropped
both of their opening-round matches in the
NCAA championships held in College
Park, Maryland.
"We came into the matches thinking
that we finally made it," Schalles commented. "We may have peaked a little too
soon with the conference tournament and
our plans for it. When we got to the NCAA's
we were excited, sure, but I think we may
have been a little tired, too."
Excitement and tiredness were only part
of the Tigers' problems. The openinground matches for Clemson were against
eventual high placers in the tournament.
"We could have had worse luck with the
draw," Schalles noted. "We could have
gone against the eventual champion. As it
was, we started with the runnerup in one
division and the fourth place finisher in
another.
"Rick Drewry did a good job for the first
part of his match," Schalles said. "He was
only trailing by one point going into the
final period. Then he made a mistake and
got pinned. We'll chalk it up to experience
and hope it won't happen again next time."
Clemson's other wrestler in the championships, Larry Cohen, had trouble from
the start of his match. "As soon as the bell
sounded, Larry's opponent grabbed him
and got a two point takedown. It happened
so fast he couldn't prepare. If it had happened five seconds after the bell, Larry
would have been ready; but it was boom
right off the gun."
Schalles noted that although the team
members might have lost anyway, he was
not satisfied with the performances by
them. "They've surely had better matches
over the year. They didn't look sharp all
the time, and when you face this caliber of
competition, you always have to be sharp.
"It looked like we got there and said,
'Well, we finally made it.* Then someone
else showed up who was up there for
business and took us."
Despite the losses, Schalles felt that the
experience would be beneficial in the

future. "We were excited about going for
the first time. We didn't know everything
going on up there. When we go back next
year, we'll know better."

Swimming
Hugh Hunsucker
Sports Writer
The Clemson men's and women's swim
teams both competed recently in the
NCAA swim championships in California.
The women's team competed during the
week before spring break, and the men's
competition was held the week of spring
break.
Four of the men qualified for the trip to
the nationals. They were Rich Bader,
Peter Barkas, Lou Benedetto, and Bob
Buresh. Bader was the top finisher out of
these four. He finished fourteenth in his
event but missed making All-American by
only .07 seconds. The men's medley relay
team finished in twenty-sixth place
overall.
The women did even better, finishing
17th overall in the nation. A total of six individuals made All-American during the
week. The top competitor for the women
was Janet Ellison. She made All-American
in five different events. Coleen Falbo,
Terry Traynor, and Lindley Peterson joined Ellison in taking All-American honors
in their individual events. Sharon
McEllenberg and Cindi Holmes teamed
with Peterson and Ellison to gain AllAmerican status for all four in the 200-

meter relay event.
Head swimming coach Bob Boettner
pointed out that they also had 17 qualifiers
for the national AAU meet. Unfortunately,
none of them will be able to go because it
would take too much time away from their
studies.
According to Coach Boettner, the future
looks evt... orighter for both teams.
"Recruiting has been going well for us.
Everyone we get will just add to our
strength because we're losing very few off
either team," he said. "We need more
depth and a little more experience, and I
think we can be a lot better."
Coach Boettner pointed out that one of
his recruits was in the top six in the Olympic trials in 1976. Both teams, of course,
already have some Olympic quality
athletes. Boettner observed that Rich
Bader and Janet Ellison are the ones with
the best chance of going to the 1980 Olympics at the present time.

What's Your
Viewpoint?
Write to

the
tiger
-
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Baseball team has successful road trip

By Richard Brooks
Sports Writer
While the majority of Clemson students
were enjoying spring break at home last
week, the Tiger baseball team was busy
making a successful, week-long road trip
through North Carolina. Coach Bill
Wilhelm stated in an interview Monday
that he was pleased with his teams performance in winning five of the seven
games played.
The five wins bring the team's record to
15 and 5 after 20 games. The Tigers are in
second place in the ACC with a 7-1 record
against conference competition. Wilhelm
pointed out that 14 of the Tigers' games
thus far have been away from home, an obvious disadvantage.
"A 9-5 road record at this point in the
season is not bad for anybody," he stated
The team is undefeated at home in six
outings so far.
The initial game of the spring trip provided an interesting matchup as the Tigers
played at High Point, the alma mater of
assistant coach Henry Thomas. Coach
Thomas was happy to see Clemson win by
a score of 6-1 behind a strong pitching performance by freshmanMike Brown.
The Tigers again had strong pitching on
the following day in a 4 to 0 shutout of
North Carolina State. Bobby Kenyon and
Dave Woessner combined their talents to
hold the Wolfpack scoreless.
The team then traveled to Durham and
won two long, sloppily played, highscoring games from the Duke Blue Devils.
The Clemson hitters embarrassed the
Devil pitching staff in a 25-6 victory in the
first game and then followed up with a 1510 pasting the next day.
The Tigers split two" games with East

Carolina in Greenville, North Carolina.
They lost 4-3 in the first outing, a cold night
game in which the Tiger batters hit the
home pitcher well but could not get any
runs across the plate. Mike Brown started
on the mound the following day and pitched another fine game as Clemson won 3 to
0.
The first and only conference loss of the
season came on the next day against North
Carolina. The Tar Heels won 6-1 in Chapel
Hill. Foul weather caused postponement of
the rematch with UNC as well as the second game against N C State.
Clemson preserved its perfect home
record with a 3-2 win over Lewis University at the Clemson diamond Tuesday. The
Tigers needed back-to-back doubles by
Robbie Allen and Billy Weems in the
twelfth inning to defeat a tough Lewis
team that placed fourth in the NAIA tournament last year. Sophomore Brian
Snyder pitched 9 innings, allowing only one
earned run before being relieved by Dave
Woessner in the tenth. Woessner got credit
for the victory.
Aided by two outstanding pitching performances from a couple of the younger
members of the pitching staff, Clemson
swept a doubleheader from the Lewis
Flyers on Wednesday afternoon. Mike
Sullivan started and pitched the entire
seven innings of the first game, giving up
only one hit as the Tigers won 5 to 0. The
highlight of the Tiger scoring was a towering homerun shot by Tony Masone with
David Buffamoyer on base.
Clemson's hitters could manage only one
run in the nightcap, but it was more than
enough as freshman Mike Brown threw a
two-hitter at the Flyers to win 1 to 0. The
lone Tiger run came in the second inning
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when freshman- designated hitter Todd
Freeman hit an RBI grounder after consecutive singles by David Buffamoyer and
Steve Nilsson.
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The Tiger team takes to the road again
this weekend, traveling to Columbia for
two games with the Gamecocks who now
have a 15-5 record for the season.

Varsity
<

CHEERLEADER
TRYOUTS

1

Cheerleading Clinic-April 4,5,6
Fike Field House
4:30pm-6:30pm
TRYOUTS-April 10th and 11th
Senate Chambers
4:00pm-6:00pm

CHEERLEADING
IT COULD BE
FOR YOU/

A
W

TRYOUTS OPEN TO ALL CLEMSON STUDENTS
WITH A 2.0 GPR OR BETTER
Positions available for 8 men and 6 women
If you have any questions
call Joe Erwin and 656-7417
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